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SUBECT: Geothermal Injection strategy

Attached is the response of our consultant, GeothermEx, to
our request for information on injection particularly as it pertains
to Puna Geothermal Venture's plans to inject non-condensible gases,
including hydrogen sulfide, along with the other spent geothermal
fluids.

This report raises a possibility that the injected gases
from KS-3 and KS-4 and perhaps KS-IA can "breakthrough" at the
production wells causing, as it did at the Coso Hot Springs field, a
decline in power generation and the need for a costly surface
hydrogen sulfide abatement system.

We understand that Geothe!:1'llEx plar.s to ccr.d.:;.c:': turther
studies and possibly model the predictive behavior of the injection
wells for another client. We will share this information when and
if it becomes available.

Should you wish to explain this matter further, we will be
happy to arrange a briefing for you by'the author of this report.
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Geothermal Development in the Kilauea East Rift Zone-
Status of Reserves Assessment and Injection Strategy

This memo addresses some basic concerns regarding the status
of reserves assessment and the development of an injection strategy for
waste water and gases from any power plant to be developed within the
Kilauea East Rift Zone (KERZ).

It is generally agreed that a considerable amount of
exploitable geothermal reserves exist in the KERZ and possibly in the
other rift ZOnes of the Big Island. For example, the Puna Geothermal
Venture (PGV) has been able to convince sophisticated investors and
major financial institutions that at least a 30 MW (gross) power plant
could be supported for 30 years from the reserves within a SOD-acre
portion of their leasehold. In fs~t, :~~ ~~isntiflc Observation Holes
(SOH) program of the State of Hawaii has confirmed the existence of a
much larger geothermal system within the KERZ than had been proven
before by commercial developers.

Figure 1 shows the temperature distribution at the -4,000
foot datum (below sea level) within the PGV's leasehold before the SOH
wells were drilled. In figure I, from a report written in 1990, the
temperature contours on the western flank of the rift are dashed
indicating the extrapolated, and therefore unverified, nature of the
contours, because no wells then existed on the western side of the rift;
for this reason, in 1990 the only proven reserves were considered to
exist on the eastern side of the rift and over a few hundred acres of
the leasehold in the vicinity of the HGP and the Kapoho State wells.
Figure 2, drawn in 1991, shows the temperature distribution within the
KERZ, at the -4,000 foot level, after the SOH wells had been drilled.
Comparing figures 1 and 2 one can conclude the following:
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Well SOH 1 confirmed the prior temperature extrapolations to
the western side of the rift, thereby nearly doubling the
proven thermal anomaly in the vicinity of the PGV project
area.

Well SOH 2 extended the high temperature anomaly, in the
northeast direction along the rift zone, several miles
beyond the PGV project area.

~ell SOH-l aiso indicated the presence of a reservoir
boundary on the western flank of the rift, symmetrical to
the reservoir boundary indicated by well Lanipuna 6 on the
eastern fl ank,

Besides confirming the existence of a large thermal anomaly,
these SOH wells also encountered fractures, thereby proving the
existence of exploitable reserves. These wells have confirmed and
substantially expanded the proven and probable reserves within KERZ.
Thus, the State funds in support of the SOH program have played· a major
role in establishing the extent of commercial geothermal resource
prospects within the KERZ, as well as helping define the boundary of the
reservoir, which needs to be known for planning geothermal fluid
injection areas.

The best injection strategy for the commercial development
of the KERZ is yet to be decided upon. For example, an optimum
injection plan for the PGV project has not yet been clearly established.
As regards the 'PGV project, the need for injection (of 100% of the
produced mass) is primarily for environmental reasons: the disposal of
the waste water and gases from the power plant. The production wells
would not rely on injection pressure support.

The original plan of PGV had called for injecting the waste
water and gases in a well (or wells) outside the southeastern boundary
of the reservoir in the vicinity of well Lanipuna 6; this is a "dry"
hole, and therefore, assumed not to be in communication with the
reservoir. Lanipuna 6 was known to have encountered a relatively
shallow (below 2,000 ft depth) zone of apparently high flow-capacity,
which could be used for the disposal of waste water and gases through a
well or wells to be drilled into this zone by PGV. The assumption
underlying this plan was that the reservoir pressure could be maintained
at an acceptable level without any injection into the reservoir;
however, this assumption has not yet been validated by numerical
modeling of the reservoir behavior. GeothermEx is s~heduled to conduct
such modeling on behalf of Credit Suisse in a few months.
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Assuming that the reservoir would not need injection
pressure support, the above-mentioned plan appears reasonable.
Normally, injection outside the reservoir over a long period would not
be feasible because the injection pressure would continue to rise due to
the lack of any reservoir depletion by production. Fortunately, in this
case, injection outside the producing reservoir appears feasible because
of two reasons:

• The very high flow capacity of the target zone.

• The relatively small volumetric flow rate (about 1,200
gallons per minute) of waste water requiring disposal.

The original plan for injecting outside the reservoir was
meant to eliminate the possibility of cooling due to any premature
breakthrough of the cooler injected water to production wells. The plan
for injecting the gases as well as waste water from the production wells
into the subsurface was based on the desire to eliminate the following:

• major cost of abatement of the noxious component (H25) from
the non-condensible gases, and

• emission of the residual gases (mainly CO2) , after H2Sremoval, to the atmosphere.

The total volume of gas emission to the atmosphere from this project
would be small compared to many other geothermal projects because the
flUid at the KERZ appears to have a relatively small amount of total
dissolved gases. However, the cost of HS abatement would be a
significant burden because, even though the total gas content is small,
the H25 content in the KERZ fluid is high compared to other geothermal
projects. .

There are two obvious questions as regards the above
mentioned injection plan:

• Would the water flow rate in the injection stream be
sufficient to allow injection of the gases?

• Would the gases or the injected water find their way to the
ground water system or even to the ground surface?

Injection of gases in a well requires a minimum amount of
simultaneous water injection; otherwise the injection pressure would
become impractically high. It is expected that the available waste
water injection rate would be nearly enough for gas injection. However,
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some make-up water from ground-water wells would have to be used to
augment the injection stream. Fortunately, PGV appears to have an
abundant ground-water supply.

We believe that the danger of gases Or injected water
appearing on the ground surface or in ground-water aquifers is very
small for two reasons:

• The targeted injection zone is much deeger than the local
'ground-water aquifers.

• The gas concentrations would be diluted by mixing with the
subsurface water in the injection zone and partially
consumed by reaction with subsurface,fluids and rocks.

It is theoretically possible. but 'largely impractical, to
model the possible interaction between the gases and water injected into
the target zone and the overlying ground-water aquifers, because of the
following reasons: .

• No practical numerical modeling approach exists that can
simultaneously model the fluid flow, heat transfer and
complex interactions between the gases. water and rocks in a
non-isothermal ground-water system.

• No information exists on the hydraulic as well as chemical
nature of the target injection zone or the exact chemical
nature of the injection water and gases.

We have recently learned that PGV is reconsidering its
original plan and now intends to inject into wells KS-3 and ~-4 and
perhaps KS-IA, located within the production area, instead of in wells
outside the reservoir. This plan has two advantages:

• It eliminates any potential leakage of gases or waste water
into the ground-water aquifers.

• It would provide some pressure support to production wells.

However, it also has two potential disadvantages:

• Possible cooling of production wells due to the breakthrough
of cooler, injected water, and

• possible breakthrough of the injected non-condensible gases
at the production wells.

4
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We consider the second disadvantage to be a more serious concern.

The only geothermal field in the U.S. where non-condensible
gases from production wells are being injected into the production
reservoir is the Coso Hot Springs field in California. At Coso Hot
Springs, the injected gases have broken through at several production
wells. This has caused the following problems:

•

•

•

•

The power ganeraticn level has dsc1tned due tv the increase
. in the gas content of the steam.

The capital cost has increased because of the need to
install an H2S abatement system not originally planned for.

The operations and maintenance costs have increased due tD
the need for H2S abatement.

Agas discharge permit had to be obtained from the local air
pollution control district which was not Driginal1y planned
for.

It is possible that these problems would occur at the KERZ given the new
injection plan.

It is theoretically possible to forecast the extent of the
cooling and gas-breakthrough problems by reservoir modeling; but given
the complexity of the problem, the scanty knowledge about this
geothermal system and the relative lack of data, such mDdeling ;s
difficult, if not impossible, at this time. GeDthermEx will, however,
develop such a model on behalf of Credit Suisse after the PGV's drilling
and well-testing activities are completqd. ~ecause Df our substantial
experience in modeling this aspect of the Coso Hot Springs field, we
anticipate being able to accomplish this difficult modeling task.

PGV points out that while the production and injectiDn wells
at the KERZ are closer to each other than at Coso Hot Springs, the
vertical distance between the production and injection zones would be
higher. However, this fact cannot be fully assessed until well KS·8 is
tested and PGV updates their production/injection strategy.

Finally, it is worthwhile considering the steps that can be
taken by the OBEDT to improve the confidence in the geothermal energy
reserves underlying the KERZ and to help define an.optimum productionl
injection strategy. We believe that the most practical step that the
OBEDT can take at this time ;s to help finance drilling and testing of
exploratory wells, either slim holes or production size wells. We do
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not believe that other technical activities, such as sUrface
exploration, laboratory studies or computer modeling, by themselves,
would be effective in improving the confidence of investors in the
geothermal development prospects in Hawaii.

After 15 years of geothermal exploration and the
construction and operation of a demonstration pow.er plant for 7 years,
only 30 MW (gross) of power is under development in Hawaii. If the
ultimate goal of 500 MW of DOWer on the 81g Island is to be realized, a
minimum investment of 2 billion dollars would be necessary, not counting
the enormous cost of a subsea cable. This amount of investment
obViously cannot be funded either by the State or the Federal
government. Major financial institutions and most equity investors
would be willing to fund a power plant development only after the
reserves are confirmed by drilling and test1ng of wells; exploration
activity cannot be debt-financed. Surface exploration, laboratory
studies or computer modeling, without a simultaneous program of drilling
and well testing, would not have any attraction to potential debt
financiers or even most equity investors, and therefore, wou1d"not
provide any impetus towards geothermal development in Hawaii. Indeed,
because they are not "bankable," such studies would serve only to delay
commercial geothermal development in Hawaii. By contrast, an impetus
from the DBEOT is all the more necessary now that the drilling,
environmental ind public relations problems in the PGV ind True-Mid
Pacific projects have cast a shadow on the future financing prospects
for geothermal development in Hawaii.

If you wish, 1 would be prepared to explain and amplify the
above ideas, illustrating them With comparable case histories of several
other fields, and answer any related questions in a meeting of the·DBEDT
and other concerned parties. .

Best regards.
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In reply to your request, we think that the tasks additional to
those discussed/costed by HIG that should be considered for State funding
include:

1. Any useful new proposals from HIG; Don Thomas indicated in the
November 5, 1991, memorandum; "Cost Estimates for Geothermal
Program" that some geophysics proposals may be forthcoming.

2. Future SOH site selection by the program team. This was
recommended in GeothermEx's October 11, 1991, memorandum to
you. For this, personnel time for photo/map analysis. travel
and field examination, and reporting sho~ld be included.
Direct costs for ground/air travel should also be considered.
I estimate the total cost for this to be about $12,000. If the
professional time is already in staff budgets, then it is just
a matter of getting the work done; direct costs may be $2,000.

3. Site specific enVironmental work for future SOHs once the
locations are picked. Harry Olson apparentlY.has some ideas
about contractors for this. I estimate $60,000.

4. Additional temperature and pressure runs and hole
instrumentation in the original SOHs. I estimate S15,000 for
the initial installation work by contractors, $8,000 for data
interpretation and reporting, and $60,000 for continued
monitoring, periodic equipment inspection, maintenance.
replacement of tUbing and chambers as required, data
interpretation and reporting.

We already added $15.000 to the geophysical task fQr initial
graVity work under the Cooper-Moore proposal. This may be in(;l"~a;;;ed
depending upon results. It would be worthwhile to reserve an additional
$20.000 for exnans ion of Ol".vit" ..<n~'" ~ ... "h~ Vt"07 A~ _ •••_ •• _ ••.• -" L>
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Subject: Transmission of review of HIG proposals

Herewith are our comments on the submission by· HIG of proposals
and budgets for scientific work to be funded by OBEO. The detailed
analyses of the proposed tasks have been prepared by me with assistance
from senior specialists for each of the disciplines. Please review the
comments in confidence as you indicated would be done. I look forward to
discussing the issue with you. I anticipate being in Honolulu late Tuesday
afternoon, December 17 and Wednesday morning, in the event you want to meet
prior to the TAC meeting on Wednesday.

I feel competent to address the issues of the HIG proposal, but
it would be preferable to have others (Sanyal, Greensfelder) take a more
active roll, including on-island appearances in the future. Some
discussions and explanations of interpretations are not easily put into
memoranda and reports and would make memoranda to burdensome for readers.
We can talk further about this issue at your convenience.

Best "JS'
/fZ1(W~r
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Drilling design and direction is a matter for expert drilling engineers,
not for GTAC or Geoscience program personnel. The drilling program
should not be overburdened with projects that interfere with the
principal objectives of determining downhole temperature, pressure,
deliverability of wells and reservoir conditions. The selection of
locations of SOHs may be usefully guided by knowledgeable members of
GTAC, but extraneous input may be counterproductive. A future
memorandum and report by GeothermEx will propose and explain drilling
methods for new SOHs under Task 2 of our contract.

The integrated DBED program is understood to have the
objectives of encouraging geothermal exploration and development, while
protecting the fresh groundwater system and the environment, and
assuring resource development with minimal impact on the continued
productivity of wells drilled into the geothermal reservoir. DBED is
less concerned With subsidizing the growth of staff functions and
research at HIG and other agencies which conduct idealized scientific
investigations. The rationale by HIG that some percentage of a total
DBED budget should be expended to support scientific research is not
defensible. Each scientific investigation should justify its own
funding. If scientific programs cannot clearly be applied to
identifying and confirming the extent of the geothermal reserves, or
methods of conservation and economical development, they should be
funded elsewhere.

The State has undertaken its geothermal program to
ultimately obtain the acceptance by and funding from financial
institutions for the continued development of geothermal resources in
the State. We agree that resource identification, reservoir assessment,
resource management and environmental documentation all contribute to
the acceptance of geothermal resources by such institutions. However,
some of the programs submitted by HIG are impractical and/or have been
proven to have little value to operators and financial institutions at
geothermal fields elsewhere. Some of the Geoscience proposals may be
professionally endorsed and represent worthwhile investigations which
should be supported, perhaps by the University of Hawaii or the National
Science Foundation, but not by DBED. Programs which are not appropriate
for support by DBED include those which: 1) conserve great amounts of
core for possible use of future generations; 2) analyze 300 samples to
store and compare data when 50 analyses would be sufficient for
interpretation by a trained investigator; and 3) conduct surveys which
have already been tried and shown to have no useful application to
mapping geothermal reservoirs in Hawaii.

It is acknowledged that drilling as an alternative to
laboratory investigations is comparatively expensive; for example, one

3
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month of rig standby may consume more than 5100,000. However, this
should not be a reason to expend similar amounts of money for
unnecessary scientific programs. The following sections of this
memorandum objectively discuss the merits of the several subtask
proposals of the Geosciences program.

2. Comments on the GeQ19g~ Program

The principles of the geology program appear well-founded.
The aspects of core "curation lt presented by Or. Thomas were discussed in
detail in our recommendations in the memorandum of November 6, 1991
entitled Review of Core Data from state of Hawaii Scientific Observation
Holes, SOH-I, SOH-2 and SOH-4. The core curator (Ms. R. Evans?) should
be primarily responsible for this recommended work; "student help"
should only be involved for fetch-and-carry assistance. This is work.
for professional staff. Ms. Evans should have access to senior geologic
staff for confirmation of her interpretations and discussions of sample
intervals selected for geochemical and XRO investigations.

The concept of total core splitting remains controversial.
The cost-benefit to geothermal development of core splitting is
questionable at best. Our opinion is that only the footage which is
identified as meaningful to a study of reservoir conditions during the
preparation of the core summary should be split and preserved for
archive. It is simply not necessary to split every part of every flow
of the repetitive sequence of eruptive rocks t especially the upper
several thousand feet of each hole. As we have recommended before
(October 11, 1991) in a memorandum entitled Recommendations for SOH and
Geothermal Assessment Programs, one hole may be selected, for splitting
and archiving for future scientific investigation. The costs should
then be assessed against those of alternative tasks if arguments are
presented for any further splitting. In any case, the core curator
should not be distracted from urgent technical tasks to split core at
this time.

The budgeted cost for technical curat10n of $57,824 is
appropriate if it is for the scientific aspects of this work, not for
core splitting and preparation. If the costs of the wages of graduate
students ($12,720, plus fringes) and materials and supplies ($8 tOOO) is
partly for core splitting t it should be reduced to $6,360 for wages plus
fringes for general assistance and $3,000 for supplies, inclusive of any
core splitting and preserving. This would reduce the total budget from
$57,824 to about $47,000.

Two specific geological proposals are presented: Whole Rock
Chemical Analysis and Study of Secondary Mineralization. Both are

4
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important studies, although both are 1ess applied to the development of
geothermal resources than to academic interest. It is unlikely that the
rocks from Mauna Loa volcano will have meaningful differences in
reservoir characteristics than those from Kilauea. There may be small
difference in initial structure, thickness of individual flows, silica
content, gas inclusions and so forth that affect alteration and
permeability.

It also remains to be proven that the work could lead to the
ability to map the areal extent of fresh and saline water alteration
episodes~ and the impact of such alteration on reservoir permeability.
The salinity of fluids circulating in the KERZ are best determined by
sampling during flow tests of wells. Although salinity affects
development practices, it has already been shown (in geothermal fields
in the Imperial Valley and elsewhere) that highly saline geothermal
fluids can be economically developed for power production.

The cost of the proposal for Chemical and Mineralogical
Characterization of SOH Cqres (Sinton and Hulsebosch) is determined by
sub-sampling and preparation. The number of samples should be reduced
to that number necessary to fulfill the goal of confirmation of
description of cores. Every flow unit need not be examined. We have
recommended an initial selection of 60 samples rather than 300. The
proposer has stated that he wants this study to be precursor to later
proposals to outside funding agencies. This should not be viewed as a
valid reason for expending OBED budget to obtain detailed volcanic
stratigraphy. We recommend that $12,000 be initially budgeted for this
task, including a complete report. The work should be closely
coordinated with core curation.

The budget of the specific proposal for Mineralogic
Assessment of Reservoir Fluid Conditions, SOH Geothermal Drill HQles
(Sykes) is also determined by sample preparation and laboratory
analyses. There may be some redundancy in preparation of sections for
petrography with the Sinton proposal. With reduction to about 60
additional samples for XRO, microprobe and SEM analyses, plus the flUid
inclusion work on 15 samples, and commensurate reduction of personnel
time, the budget should be $10,000, including a complete report to
confirm the existing (binocular) descriptions, and discussion of
relations of alteration to permeable zones, fluid rock ratios, fluid
composition and paragenesis.

The total budget for the geological subtask as presented
here is:

Curation

5
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Chemical/Mineralogical
Characterization

Mineralogical Assessment
of Reservoir Fluids

Total

12,000

10,000

$69,000

This contrasts with the estimation in HIG's proposal of $133,479.

3. Comments on the Geochemica] Subtask

GeothermEx has generally supported the principles and
program of the geochemical subtask in a previous memorandum (October 11,
1991). We recognize that the work may be redundant with u.s Geological
Survey programs in the KERZ; however, the program appears necessary to
contribute in a timely way to a State EIS, to evaluate and forecast
contamination possibilities, and to gUide any future exploration in
Hawaii and other countries.

There are some details of the program presented which are of
questionable technical value and therefore questionable cost-benefit
value. The principal criticism of the geochemical subtask proposal is
of the attempt to marry the pUblicly funded geochemical program to a
geothermal reservoir modeling and engineering program that is the
responsibility of private operators and their consultants under the
regulation of OLNR. In other words J analytical data and interpretations
resulting from geochemical surveys should be obtained by operators at
their cost in the course of their reservoir management programs and sent
to DlNR for State revi ew and use for regul atory purposes. ' Furthermore,
we think that the personnel classifications and costs in the proposal
are not realistic for this work. It;s clear that this work would
extend for more than one year. The follOWing specific comments relate
to the geochemical subtask.

I. With respect to the relationship between the subtask and the
four stated program objectives: .

A. ASSESSMENT OF ResOURCE POTENTIAL OOTSIDE OF THE kERZ

To the extent that data are not already available for
Maui and other count;es, and Hawaii County outside the
KERZ, this appears to be a reasonable program objective.
It is also consistent with general geothermal exploration
practice.

6
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confl0EDTIAl
continuous monitoring of Hshallow" groundwater wells
throughout the rift for temperature? water level and
conductivity? combined with monthly sampling for chemical
and isotopic analysis is likely to produce a tremendous
volume of data. Based on our experience reviewing
similar data collected at projects elsewhere? there is
considerable likelihood that the volume of data will
greatly exceed the reasonable needs of a modeling subtask
or any questions about the groundwater system. It is
possible, for example, that little or no variation in
temperature? conductivity or chemical composition will be
seen for months or even years at many or even all of the
data collection sites.

As an alternative, we suggest that the "shallow"
groundwater sources be sampled once every six weeks for
one year, with temperature, water level and conductivity
measured at the time of sample collection, and isotopes
analyzed initially and after twelve weeks only if there
are changes in chemical composition. If the chemistry at
a given site shows significant variation .during the year,
more frequent data collection at that site can be
considered. If there is no significant variation during
the year? the data collection interval should be
increased to 3 or 6 months during the second year. A
shorter interval might continue at sites known to be
close to geothermal injection locations and thought (from
a conceptual hydrogeologic model) to be susceptible to
injection effects.

The subtask description would be clearer if the
approximate number and locations of "shallow H wells
available for sample collection were included.

It is not clear why the State should fund or conduct the
sampling and analysis of "deep" fluids and gases from new
and existing private geothermal exploration holes and
geothermal monitoring holes, unless as a paid service for
the private operators. Private operators involved in
exploration and field development are likely to be
collecting geochemical data from well tests and downhole
sampling. If they are not, they are missing
opportunities for obtaining valuable information needed
to meet their own program objectives.

7
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confiDEnT!Rl
It is possible that some operators may be poorly funded
or using geochemical programs and methods which are
poorly designed. Perhaps the State should consider: 1)
setting up gUidelines for mandatory geochemical methods
and data collection, based on standard industry
practices; 2) requiring that all operators follow these
methods; and 3) requiring that copies of essential
laboratory results be filed immediately with the State.

Included i~ the data to be generated are radioactive
isotopes C4, T, and Rn. Although we agree that selected
analyses of T may be warranted, the need for data on C14

and Rn is questionable. In our experience~ these
isotopes have been of little use in resource assessment,
even though they may be of scientific interest.

C. ItESEltV01R kANAGEH£IIT SUPPORT

As stated above, it is not clear why the state should
fund or carry out routine analyses of production and
reinjection fluids on a long term basis, unless as a
service paid for by the private operators. All
responsible operators collect these data.

However, individual operators may not be very concerned
with the integration of their data with those from other
parts of the KERZ, or with modeling the KERZ as a whole.
Therefore, it appears appropriate that a private
operator's chemical data, collected according to standard
industry practices and formatted in standard fashion,
should routinely be made available for modeling by an
appropriate party as discussed below in our comments on
reservoir engineering.

D. eNVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

This documentation should be considered an integral part
and objective of the shallow groundwater data collection
program discussed under program objective 8~ above. All
chemical analyses, water levels t temperatures, flow rates
and well locations should be carefully and systematically
compiled into a computer database.

II. With respect to the budget:

8
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We are concerned about the proposed team of one lab analyst,
one lab/field technician and a graduate student. This team structure is
less than optimal in terms of seniority and continuity of personnel.

It is unlikely that the analyst will be able to perform an
adequate and quality job of determining dissolved species, gases,
stable isotopes and radioactive isotopes. It 1s stated that some
analyt)cal support costs for the use of equipment not available in Puna
w~ll be needed, but no detail is given. Realistically, the Puna analyst
should be able to perform high-quality analyses of dissolved species.
All of the remaining analyses should be performed by outside labs
specializing in gases or isotopes. The projected costs of this outside
work should be documented; the budget of $8,000.00 for analytical
services seems low.

If it has been established that the Puna lab analyst can
produce high quality, reproducible data on dissolved species, then gas
analyses may be considered for addition, but only with back-Up from
outside sources to confirm data quality. We are very cautious about
this because we have seen too often that labs attempting to provide too
many services experience problems with data Quality.

Another major concern is continuity of lab personnel. The
use of a graduate student to assist with data compilation and
interpretation needs to be controlled carefully. The lab analyst should
not be involved in compilation and interpretation because the analyst
needs to concentrate his/her efforts on analytical methods and data
quality. A few analysts are also capable of data reduction and
interpretation, but not many and probably not someone funded at the
proposed $28,800!yr.

The graduate student will need to work closely with the
analyst to monitor results, and both need to be monitored by someone
with experience in geothermal geochemistry to assure that attention is
focussed on appropriate tasKs. Is this senior person Or. Donald Thomas?
If SOt this should be discussed even if funded from other sources. In
other words, a serious full-time activity is proposed under the
geochemistry program. Timely and accurate results must be produced, and
continuity from one graduate student to the next must be ensured. The
budget may be adequate if sampling and analyses of deep geothermal
fluids from operators' wells and equipment for continuous monitoring is
excluded. If this is the case, a budget of about $160,000 is not
excessive.

4. Comments on Geophysical Subtasks

9
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The passive seismic and gravity surveys addressed in the
introductory section are appropriate and potentially useful in
furthering our understanding of the geologic structure and seismicity of
the KERZ. However, the vertical seismic profiling (VSP) has doubtful
utilitYt as discussed below, in the discussion of that proposal.

Concerning passive seismic studies, the letter (and the
proposal by Drs. Cooper and Moore) does not describe priorities or
phasing of the five tasks comprising this report. In our view, this
omission represents a potential for inefficient use of resources. Most
of the stated research objectives are reasonable, with one exception.
We beliQve that the data which are proposed to be gathered to evaluate
the possible movement of reinjection fluid and contamination of
groundwater are unlikely to have the resolving power to answer such a
question.

Gravity surveys should be confined to one or a few traverses
of closely spaced stations, perpendicular to the trend of the KERZ, and
located near and west of Puulena Crater t and should be tied to the
previous regional survey. Although no budget request has been made t a
minimum task as described above could be supported.

1. Comments on the Proposal to Conduct an Analysis of
Seismic Activity on the Kilauea fast Rift Zone !KERZ)

A. GENEIVlL COMMENTS

The scope of work proposed is reasonable and potentially
useful in defining the structure and seismicity of the KERZ in ways that
may illuminate hydrothermal systems and potential geothermal drilling
targets. As it stands, however, the proposal does not set forth
priorities and ~elative levels of effort for the five elements or task
included. While each of the tasks (excepting the use of VSP) is likely
to be worthwhile, the proposers do not explain how the data, analyses,
and resulting models are to be integrated.

It is important that the scientists and students undertaking
this work have sufficient (that is to say, advanced) skills in
geophysical forward and inverse modeling. Qualifications of the
principal investigators have not been stated. The time allocated to the
principal investigators (7 person months) may be insufficient for
satisfactory completion of the HVO seismic data analysis. The duration
of such a project would need to be at least one year, and two years is a
more reasonable duration for the ambitious effort; adequate time to
plan, conduct, modify, and repeat modeling procedures is vital. Rushed
research is not a good investment. The proposed budget, appropriately

10
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reallocated according to the priorities described below, may be adequate
and 1$ certainly not excessive.

We feel that an incremental approach, in which successive
phases of work build upon preceding ones, is required to achieve maximum
benefit for the dollar resources expended. Too many elements are
included in this proposal; VSP and microearthquake portable arrays
should be omitted.

A large amount of high quality data has been collected by
the HVO array of permanent seismographic stations over the past 22
years, and little work appears to have been done to analyze and
interpret these data in relationship to hydrothermal activity and
geothermal targets in the KERZ. Klein and Koyanagi (1989) have
presented a comprehensive, brief summary of the seismicity of the
Kilauea region, as observed by the HVO network. They point out that,
since 1985, virtually all shocks with M>l have been detected and
located. The maps and cross sections presented in this article suggest
that swarms of shocks have occurred around Puulena Crater and some
geothermal wells, especially HGP-A.

We believe that the first step in any research program on
seismicity of the KERZ should be a truly thorough analysis of the HVO
seismic data set, at least for the period since 1985. This work should
precede collection of new seismic data with portable equipment, but
might well be accompanied by conduct and interpretation of one or a few
densely spaced gravity traverses transverse to the KERZ, in the general
vicinity of Puulena Crater and perhaps to the west. The analysis and
interpretation should include a variety of procedures for analysis of P
and S~wave travel times in order to interpret seismic velocity
structure. Geophysical inverse modeling should include models which
incorporate constraints based on other geophysical (e.g., gravity and
aeromagnetic) and surface geologic data (e.g., dike occurrence). Source
mechanism studies are addressed below, With spatial-temporal analyses of
hypocentral locations.

Short-term microearthquake surveys with state-of-the-art
equipment (PASSCAL portable seismographs) may be appropriate folloWing
thorough analysis and interpretation of available data. In this way,
structural and earthquake source features developed out of the HVO data
may be methodically selected and investigated.

Spatial-temporal windowing of hypocentral locations should
be an important part of the program to analyze and interpret the HVO
seismographic data. This would serve to isolate swarms and possible
relationships among swarms, which may illuminate hydrothermal systems.

11
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In additional, these analyses should attempt to isolate and interpret
source mechanisms (from first-motions) characteristic of various swarms
and of structural features identified in the project, and of their
interrelationships.

No consideration is given to the use of "calibration shots"
to establish first-order receiver delays for observing epicentral areas
of interest. This may be more useful than microearthquake surveys, and
would c'ertainly be more valuable than the VSP work described in the
companion proposal. However, it is recognized that a variety of
logistical and institutional problems may be encountered in conducting
this kind of work.

B• COMMENTS ON THE Fr~ L1STi'D R£SEAIlCH TA$l(S

1. Analysis of P-Wave Travel Times to USGS Stations

Research procedures for this task are not defined. It might
be assumed that forward (ray tracing) and inverse modeling (two- or
three-dimensional?) of travel time residuals would be employed, and both
ought to be, as well as hypocentral relocation procedures. Use of
"master-event" methods is not mentioned but is lil<ely to be benefiCial.
None of these techniques, nor their probable resolving power, are
discussed, nor are specific objectives described.

2. Construction of Initial Velocity Model

Use of zero-offset VSP profile data is proposed. However,
the accompanying proposal on that subject states that the maximum depth
of exploration is to be 2,000 feet. How useful can such shallow data
be? It is said that published velocity models for ndeeper" (deeper than
2,000 feet?) structure will be used. The comments above, under tasl< 1,
indicate the types of analyses that are appropriate and which will serve
to model seismic velocity structure to depths of at least 20 km. This
work, together with task 1, may be expected to engage skill ed
ss i smolog i sts foY' at 1east one year. '

There is little advantage in investigating travel times if
deep structure (to depths of at least 10 I<m) is not to be modeled. VSP
profiling is not necessary, and would be of little help unless carried
to depths of at least 10,000 feet in many wells, in the basic structural
modeling that needs to be done. This is discussed in our comments on
the VSP proposal.

3. Microearthquake Array Study

12
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This is potentially valuable as presented. However, it
should not be part of the same proposal as task 1 and 2 above. Rather,
it should follow satisfactory completion of that work.

4. Calculate P- and S-wave Slowness (etc.)

This properly belongs to tasks 1 and 2, and, as commented,
needs to be discussed in detail. Vp/Vs ratio mapping is potentially
useful, but should not be attempted before very thorough modeling or
velocity structure, forward and inverse, is completed.

5. Earthquake Locations and Source Parameters

This task has not been defined, but important objectives and
methods are noted above (under "General Comments K

) .

6. Suggestions for Further Exploration

Th@se should not be considered at this time, but may become
important in the future, following completion of tasks I, 2 and 5, if
those tasks are thoroughly done as described in the comments above.

2. Comments on the Proposal for Acguiring a Zero-Offset
Vertical Seismic Profile <YSP) in SOH

In the discussion of the first proposal, it was explained
why this work would be of little use. The least attractive aspect of
this proposal is its small maximum depth of. exploration, just 2tOOO

feet. We fail to see how such shallow structural information can be an
important part of the kind of work needed to illuminate the structure of
the KERZ and its hydrothermal systems. VSP to depths of 10,000 feet in
many wells might be useful, but that should not receive consideration
until much other work has been completed, i.e., for some years.

From these comments, it follows that the budget for
geophysics is recommended to be about $115,000.00, including gravity
surveys, for the proposal to Conduct Analysis of Seismic Activity on the
Kilauea East Rift Zone by Cooper and Moore, as redefined by our
technical advice. This contrasts With the $140 t 887.00 proposed for the
work.

5. CQrnments on the Reservoir Engineering Subtask (including H~drolQgical
Modeling)

We have maintained that numerical modeling of the geothermal
reserVOir is not an appropriate effort and expense for the State of

13
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Hawaii, and particularly for the DBED (see memoranda of October 11, 1991
and october 23, 1991, by Gardner and Sanyal respectively). Workovers,
additional measurements and tests of SOH-I, -2, and -4 are, however,
appropriate works to be continued under the SOH program supported by
DBED. Specifically, temperature and pressure measurements and
monitoring should be implemented as soon as possible in the SOHs and
perhaps HGP·A. This work should be conducted as before, by experienced
professional scientists and technicians. The work should not be used as
a reason to augment or train inexperienced staff. This is work that
must be accomplished routinely and continually if data are to be
accurate and useful, and should be conducted in its entirety by
contractors and consultants with proper equipment. The State would also
be exposed to general liability if its personnel perform this work.

1. Comments on the Proposal for Reservoir Engineering

We agree with the proposal that high priority should be
given to monitoring downhole pressures in wells HGP-A, SOH-l and·
possibly Lanipuna 6, if it is available. (Lanipuna 6 is not likely to
be made available as long as the operator is liable for damages.) Long
term monitoring of the reservoir response to future production/injection
at the PGV plant will provide important data on reservoir properties.
This monitoring should have priority over possible tidal monitoring in
wells SOH-2 and $OH-4, particularly in view of the limited number of
data loggers acquired for the SOH project.

Running of downhole temperature surveys should also be
undertaken, as suggested by the proposal, but should not be conducted if
significant pressure responses are occurring. Removal anq
reinstallation of capillary tubing to conduct temperature surveys
generally causes a displacement of the pressure data, as it is very
difficult to return the tubing to exactly the same depth in the
observation wells.

However, it will be necessary during such a long-term
pressure monitoring program to remove the tubing periodically for
inspection and possibly replacement. The inspections and temperature
surveys could be conducted at the same time. The cost of removing and
reinstalling the tUbing in the three wells on a periodic basis and
possible replacement has not been considered in the budget. We would
suggest that inspections should initially be done on a three monthly
basis; the frequency can then be changed depending on the condition of
the tubing.

2. Comments on the Proposal for HYdrologic Modeling

14
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We agree with the proposal that modeling is an important
part of reservoir management for the KERZ. However, in order to
accomplish the objectives described in the first paragraph of the
proposal regarding the interaction of the shallow and deep systems, it
will be necessary to construct a single model of both systems rather
than the two separate models discussed. In addition to this overall
model, it will also be necessary to construct a separate, more detailed
model of the area that is presently being exploited to thoroughly
evaluate geothermal reservoir productivity issues. Both of these models
should be based on a detailed conceptual model, as mentioned in the
proposal.

The proposed budget also suggests the modeling will be done
as a research project by a graduate student and that the principal
investigators will have only a minimal role in the work. This is not
realistic. The state will be left with neither a useful product nor an
expert staff. Consultants will not be able to simply continue the work
from a graduate thesis product. Although the principal investigators
have conSiderable reputation in theoretical (rather than practical)
aspects of groundwater modeling, this experience will be unlikely to
suffice for geothermal reservoir modeling. GeothermEx is currently
working with an experienced groundwater analyst on a project involving
dewatering of a shallow geothermal system; much of his work is not
applicable to geothermal reservoir modeling by integrated finite
difference methodology. We cannot recommend any funding for this
proposal as it is presented. The task should be assigned to practical,
experienced professionals. The difference in budget is the total amount
of $167,000.00.

6. Conclusions

On the basis of the proposals as written, GeothermEx adVises
that DBED accept certain scientific studies and budget funds as follows:

Geology
Geophysics
Geochemistry
Reservoir Engineering
Reservoir Modeling

Total

$ 69,000
115,000
158,026

°o
$342,026

Additional budget may be committed elsewhere in the case of
use-it-or~lose-it funding. This should be done based on the merit of
alternative proposals~ several of which have been suggested herein.
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The cheMical species generated by the treatMent of geotherMal

steaM With sodiuM hydroxide <HaOH> include sodiuM carbonate <HaFOJ>'

sodiuM bicarbonate <HaHCO?, sodiuM sulfide <HaZS>, and sodiuM

bisulfide <HaHS>. The forMer t~o cheMicals are environMentally

benign and their disposal will have no significant effect on

groundwater quality. SodiuM sulfide and bisulfide can 7 however 7 have

substantial iMpacts on ~ater quality due to their toxicity at Moderate

concentrations and their potential for odor generation at extreMely

low concentrations~ Hence 7 the fate of these cheMicals under norMal

environMental conditions is of concern in considering their

production and disposal as a result of treatMent of geotherMal steaM.

Hydrogen sulfide abateMent frOM geotherMal steaM has been

aCCOMplished in Hawaii by the injection of a lOX solution of sodiUM

hydroxide into the steaM phase at a Mole ratio of three Moles of

sodiUM hydroxide to one Mole of hydrogen sulfide. The pH of the

resultant solution will be in the range of 12 to 13 and hence the

predOMinant sulfide species in solution will be sodiUM sulfide.

Because a quantitative reaction of hydrogen sulfide to sodiUM sulfide

would require only two Moles of caustic to one Mole of sulfide 7 an

excess of caustic will be present that will Maintain the pH at a high

level for a substantial period after the scrubber effluent is exposed

to atMospheric air. Upon exposure of the sodiUM sulfide solution to

air
7

the Most iMportant reaction that will occur is the oxidation of

the sodiUM sulfide. Although the precise MechaniSM for the oxidation



the sodiuM sulfide. Al~hough the precise MEchanisM for the oxidation

of the sulfide involves a nUMber of interMediate sulfur cOMpounds

(polysulfides and thiosulfates). the ultiMate reaction product under

conditions of high pH is sodiuM sulfate (Ha~04)' This cOMpound is

found in Most natural systeMs and is present at Moderately high

concentrations in seawater and hence it is not considered to present a

significant hazard to water quality.

Even though the ultiMate reaction product of the oXidation of

sodiuM sulfide May not be a probleM.,. the rate of oxidation requires

SOMe analysis .. A nUMber of studies of sulfur oxidation rates have

been conducted under laboratory conditions; this research has been

reviewed by f. Millero in Marine CheMistrv. UoluMe 18. 1986. pages

121-1'\7. This work has shown that the rate of oxidation of sulfide is

qUite variable but~ in general, is very high. The half-life of

sulfide in oxygenated water (the tiMe required to oxidize one-half of

the total sulfide present) ranges frOM O~3 hours to a MaxiMUM of 65

hours ~ith the tiMes varying according to the teMperature~ pH~ oxygen

availability~ and concentrations of other ions in the ~ater~ The

experiMental data that seeMS Most relevant to the current case (h1gh

pH and high teMperature) suggests that the oxidation half life of

sulfur would be less than a few hours in the presence of adequate

oxygen.

8ecause the oxidation rate is so high. it is likely that oxygen

will be the liMiting factor in the conversion of sulfide to sulfate.

The Magnitude of the oxygen deMand can be calcualted frOM the

estiMated quantity of sodiUM sulfide generated. In the case of a well

test. sulfide production would aMount to 61 pounds per hour for a



total of 480 hours <20 days). The Mass of sulfide generated would be

2.93 x 10i lbs or about 4.2 x 105 Moles which would requir~ about 8.1 x

105Moles of oxygen to oxidize the sulfide cOMpletely to sulfate.

This voluMe of oxygen is contained in 9~~1 x 101 cubic Meters uf air;

given that the elevation of the discharge point is approxiMately 200

Meters, this would be equivalent to the voluMe of air contained within

a percolation radius of approxiMately 22 Meters down to the depth at

which the effluent would encounter the water table. The tiMe ouer

which the effluent would be exposed to oxidation in the unsaturated

zone would~ on the basis of rainfall percolation rates reported by

Stearns and MacDonald of about 22 Meters per day in the Puna area,

aMount to at least nine daY5~ Given that the half-life of sulfide

oxidation is only a few hours~ the COMbination of lateral dispersion

of the percolating effluent and norMal ground air Mobility should be

sufficient to oxidize virtually all of the sodiUM sulfide discharged

during a well test prior to its encountering the water table.

If a portion of the sulfide survives the descent to the water

table~ oxidation of the sulfide can continue as the effluent Mixes

with the groundwater. Rainfall recharge to the basal lens will

contain apprOXiMately 2~8 x 10-~ Moles of dissolved oxygen per liter.

Hence~ each Mole of sulfide that survives Must Mix With approxiMately

5.6 x 101 litres of rainfall recharge in order for COMplete oxidation

to occur. Lateral groundwater Migration rates have been estiMated by

Drueker and fan <Ground Water, UoluMe 14, 1976, pp. 340-350) to be

approxiMately 1.5 to 3 Meters per day. Because the nearest well

down-gradient frOM the project site is approxiMately 2 kilOMeters

away <well nUMber 2881-01) and the nearest source of drinking water is



abou~ 4 kiloMeters~ Mixing of the effluen~ will occur over a period of

at least 660 days before the sulfide could iMpact an existing

groundwater source. Ouring this interval. 5.74 x 103 liters of

rainfall recharge will enter the groundwater table per square Meter of

surface area of effluent pluMe. If the pluMe area aMounts to slightly

More than 0.5 kM~ then the oxygen contained in the rainfall recharge

will be sufficient to cOMpletely oxidize the the sulfide produced by a

20 day well test before it can reach the nearest existing groundwater

well.

A Major unknown at present is the actual direction of

groundwater flow in the Puna district. This presents a difficult

probleM for Monitoring the effect of geotherMal discharge on the basal

groundwater systeM. At the present tiMe. the only way to be certain

of encountering a discharge plUMe would be to drill Monitoring wells

that COMpletely encircle the injection point. A possible Method of

deterMining the direction of groundwater flow would be to inject a

highly conductive solution (salt water) into the basal lens and

perforM either a Mis-a-la-Masse survey around the injection well or

perforM a tiMe dOMain electroMagnetic survey around the injection

point.
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The abatement of hydrogen sulfide in geothermal power plants has under
gone considerable change in recent years. More stringent regulatory
requirements for H2S abatement have increased costs. This paper will
review the history of abatement technology, discuss the effect of
operating conditions on the requirements for abatement processes,
review process choices for both primary and secondary abatement, and
provide two case examples of the economics of the Dow Chemical
Company's GAS/SPEC RT-2 technology and the SulFerox* Technology
(1,2,3) .

Early Abatement Methods

When the maintenance of air quality became a problem in the early days
of the geothermal power industry, effective technology was not
available to abate H2S in the condensate. To compensate, acceptable
practice was to abate H2S in the non-condensable gas using the
Stretford process. To achieve maximum overall H2S removal without
condensate treatment, condenser design shifted to surface condensers
which increase the H2S partition to the non-condensable gas. Even so,
H2S emissions from the condensate continued to be a problem for some
sites, and finally, technology to treat the condensate emerged.

An early method for secondary abatement of H2S in the condensate
revolved around the reaction of hydrogen peroxide and H2S.

H202 + H2S ----) So+ 2 H20 [1]

The H2S is oxidized irreversibly to a variety of sulfur species.

Improvement With Peroxide

Improvements were made in secondary abatement technology by using
ferrous sulfate in conjuction with hydrogen peroxide. Divalent iron,
Fe+2, reacts with peroxide to generate a hydroxyl radical, HO; by the
following reaction:

Fe(II) + H202 ---) Fe(III) + OH- + OH· [2]

Small amounts of the Fe+2 substantially accelerate the peroxide
decomposition. The hydroxyl radical reacts with the ionized H2S the
condensate. The rate of the overall reaction is reasonably fast.

OH' + HS- ---) So + H20 [3]

* Service Mark of Shell Oil
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There are draw-backs to this technology. First, chemical costs are
high. The hydrogen peroxide abatement reaction, the reaction between
sulfide and the hydroxyl radical, is not specific. The hydroxyl
radical will also oxidize elemental sulfur to a variety of sulfur
compounds. In addition, a portion of the peroxide will decompose to
water and oxygen. Iron consumption is also high because the iron
catalyst precipitates as both the iron sulfate and the iron sulfide.

FeS04 + H2S ---) FeS + H2S04 [4]

Secondly, the iron sulfate/peroxide process results in process
problems, the precipitation of ferrous sulfide, ferrous sulfate, and
elemental sulfur. These compounds tend to settle in the cooling
towers basins of the geothermal power plant which require shutting
down the tower periodically for cleaning. The cleaning process
usually is manual, involving the use of shovels to do the job.
Furthermore, the iron salts will stain the equipment brown or red.

The iron sulfate/peroxide technology was used commercially at the
Geysers after 1974. The level of H2S abatement achievable with the
iron/hydrogen peroxide process was an improvement, but still did not
provide the air quality desired. To get that last bit of H2S requires
a very large amount of chemical addition which was extremely expensive
and generated tremendous amounts of solids in the cooling tower.

The Development of Chelated Iron Technology (4,5,6)

In the burst of growth of geothermal power, there were a number of
cooling towers built with a corresponding increase in the pounds of
H2S emitted. In the late 70's it became apparent that the volume of
H2S being released from the Geysers must be curtailed not only to
build new plants but to allow the plants that were running to
continue. Retrofitting of running plants to better abatement
technology would be required.

In searching for suitable alternate processes, Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (PG&E) evaluated many primary and secondary abatement
technologies. During this period, Dow Chemical talked to PG&E about
adding a chelate compound to keep the iron in solution. Preventing
iron precipitation would substantially reduce catalyst cost. In fact,
it was thought a system could be developed that did not require any
hydrogen peroxide. Preliminary tests were conducted. Dow and PG&E
conducted a research field trial in January, 1980, which abated 90+%
of the H2S. However, all the sulfur appeared as elemental sulfur in
the cooling tower. Since PG&E felt that the solid sulfur problem was
unacceptable, Dow and PG&E continued to work together. The low solids
technology was developed from this co-operative effort. This
technology converts H2S in the non-condensable gas to sodium sulfite
which subsequently is added to the condensate to solubilize the sulfur
produced by the chelated iron.
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At this time, it appears that the old ferrous sulfate/hydrogen
peroxide process is no longer being used commercially. There
continues to be residual confusion in the geothermal industry about
the role of iron in the various processes. Some are not convinced
that the solubility problems in the earlier processes have been
conquered.

From the research program of PG&E and Dow, two technologies actually
evolved. The first technology (7) was an improvement of the hydrogen
peroxide process. The improvement was the addition of a chelating
agent to insure the solubility of the iron catalyst. This chelating
agent or ligand works to prevent the iron precipitation reactions that
occur with ferrous sulfate as the catalytic reagent. Furthermore, the
chelated iron is maintained entirely in an ionic form which
accelerates the peroxide decomposition reaction. Thus less chelated
iron is required to maintain an identical reaction rate. Different
chelating agents have different iron solubilizing strengths, and
change the speed of the iron reactions. This advancement was patented
by PG&E (7) and is commonly used in the geothermal industry.

The second technology (8) was the low solids process currently
marketed by Dow. This technology uses a ligand to solubilize the
iron, but it uses a completely different chemical reaction to abate
H2S. The iron reacts directly with the hydrogen sulfide to form
elemental sulfur.

2 Fe(III) Ligand + S(-2) ----) 2 Fe(II) Ligand + SO[5]

This reaction is spontaneous and specific. The reoxidation of the
iron in the cooling tower allows the reuse of the regent.

Fe(II) Ligand +1/2 02 ----) Fe(III) [6]

These reactions produce sulfur in the cooling tower water, just as the
other technologies discussed. However, use of the iron as a direct
reduction agent for sulfur allows the use of an additional oxidant for
elemental sulfur. The most effective oxidant used to date is sodium
or ammonium sulfite.

SO+ S03(-2) ----) S203(-2) [7]

The reaction product is thiosulfate which is stable, and water
soluble. This material is compatible with the myriad of other
components in the geothermal condensate of the plants. The sulfite is
made in place by burning noncondensable gas and scrubbing the S02
formed. This allows the simultaneous abatement of both noncondensable
gas and the condensate without solid waste being generated or
processed.
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Both technologies use iron chelate. In the improved hydrogen peroxide
process, the iron chelate is merely a catalyst to decompose the
hydrogen peroxide. In the low solids process, the iron is present as
ferric (Fe+3), and actually oxidizes the H2S to elemental sulfur
directly.

Both processes are currently installed at the Geysers geothermal power
plants. Many units at the Geysers have switched from the hydrogen
peroxide based system to the iron chelate based low solids process to
reduce costs. Although the iron chelate is more expensive on a per
pound basis than hydrogen peroxide, chemical costs are higher in the
hydrogen peroxide based process. Unlike the ferric iron chelate,
oxidation by hydrogen peroxide is not specific to H2S, and, therefore,
requires more volume of hydrogen peroxide. Moreover, the peroxide is
only used in a once-through path while the low solids process is
reoxidized in the cooling tower and recycled a number of times. The
result is that the cost of the iron chelate in the low solids process
is significantly less than that of the peroxide. In addition, the
iron chelate does not have the reactive hazard of peroxide, and is
safer to handle.

Choosing an Abatement System

Choosing a practical and economical primary and/or secondary H2S
abatement system for a geothermal power plant requires analysis of the
factors affecting the individual plant site. Important considerations
include: (1) the level of H2S in the steam and the level of abatement
needed, (2) the partition of the H2S between the non-condensable gases
and the condensate, and (3) the volume and quality of sulfur that
might be produced. Sites with very low levels of H2S in the steam may
be able to design the plant so that only primary or secondary
abatement is needed; but not both. The H2S partition is profoundly
affected by the level of ammonia in the steam. As the ammonia levels
increase, the level of H2S remaining in the condensate increases.
Sites with ammonia in the steam will almost always require secondary
H2S abatement. The H2S partition is also a function of the condenser
design. Indirect cooling favoring H2S partition toward the
non-condensable gas. If a process that produces elemental sulfur is
chosen, sulfur volume becomes an issue because of the associated
disposal costs, particularly if the steam contains heavy metals that
may ultimately contaminate the sulfur. Large volumes of sulfur may
require additional processing such as re-melters to provide an
acceptable form for sale as opposed to landfill disposal.

There are several choices for primary H2S abatement in the
non-condensable gas. These will be discussed in terms of pros and
cons.
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Stretford Process (9)
The Stretford process uses an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate and
anthraquinone disulfonic acid (ADA) with an activator of sodium
metavanadate. The process takes place in five or more steps. In
turn, the H2S is absorbed by the alkali, the ADA is reduced by a
sulfur shifted, elemental sulfur is liberated by dissolved oxygen by
air blowing. The process is technically capable of removing up to 99%
of the H2S in the non-condensable gas.

The sulfur is recovered by blowing air into the bottom of the
regenerator, or oxidizer, vessel where small particles of sulfur are
collected at the top as a froth. The sulfur froth is skimmed from the
solution and is filtered or centrifuged to remove the solvent from
the sulfur cake. Further sulfur processing may included re-melting.

The chemicals used in the solvent are stable with the exception of the
formation of sodium thiosulfate which is not regenerable. The
environmental exposure of vanadium through solvent loss and that in
the sulfur product present handling and disposal problems.

LoCat** Process (10)
The LoCat process from ARI operates by absorbing H2S into an aqueous
phase where a catalyzed reduction/oxidation reaction converts H2S to
elemental sulfur through the reduction of iron from ferric (Fe+3) to
ferrous (Fe+2). The iron is held in solution by a chelant with the
iron concentration in the circulating solution in the range of 500 to
2000 ppm. The circulating solution permits the recovery of solid
sulfur and the oxidation of the iron through air blowing.

SulFerox
The SulFerox process is a regenerable iron chelate based process for
removing H2S from gas streams. The H2S in the gas stream is reacted
with the iron chelate solution via a contacting vessel like a spray
tower or the proprietary pipeline co-current contactor. The H2S
reacts with the iron in the contactor to form elemental sulfur. The
circulating iron chelate is then regenerated using air sparging to
oxidize the ferrous (Fe+2) to the ferric (Fe+3) form and recycled back
to the contactor. The sulfur is recovered from the circulating
solution by processing a side stream through a filtration /water wash
in order to form a salable sulfur cake. The iron chelate is recovered
from the sulfur via a water wash and returned to the circulating
solution. Typical sulfur cake composition is 25 wt. % moisture. The
sulfur cake can be sent to a melter for further processing. The
technology is available from the Dow Chemical Company's GAS/SPEC
Technology Group.

~* Trademark of ARI Technologies, Inc.
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Thermal Oxidation
Thermal oxidation of H2S in the non-condensable gas and subsequent
selective scrubbing with caustic results in essentially zero primary
H2S emissions and a solution of sodium sulfite. The sodium sulfite
when mixed with the condensate containing elemental sulfur, produces
soluble thiosulfate. This method is an attractive primary abatement
when used in conjunction with the RT-2 Technology in secondary
abatement.

The choices for secondary abatement have been discussed in earlier
sections of this paper. The choices include:

1. Ferrous Sulfate - An obsolete technology.

2. Hydrogen Peroxide - Used alone, it provides a process in
theory, but is not widely practiced due to high cost.

3. Iron Chelate with Hydrogen Peroxide - Broken into sub-groups

a. Iron-hydroxyacetic acid (HAA) - Solubilizes iron, but not to
the extent of Fe HEDTA. Minor degradation of the HAA results
in precipitation of iron. The reaction rate is not as high
as the Fe HEDTA.

b. Iron -hydroxyethylethylenediaminetriacetic acid (HEDTA) - The
Fe HEDTA solubilizes more iron and reacts faster. It is more
resistant to precipitation of iron caused by degradation.

In the above applications, the abatement achieved is over 90% of the
H2S in the condensate. Solubilization of the sulfur depends on the
ratio of the sulfur and the peroxide. In general, peroxide is not an
effective means of solubilizing sulfur.

c. GAS/SPEC Iron Chelate - Catalyzed to decreased reaction time
while continuing to solubilized high levels of iron. It has
the same stability as HEDTA.

4. RT-2 Iron Chelate with Sulfite - Provides over 95%
abatement in the condensate and in the non-condensable gas. If
sulfite is produced on-site, over 95% of the sulfur in the
condensate will be solubilized. Sodium sulfite can be produced
from the non-condensable gas by utilizing a burner/scrubber system
while achieving primary abatement. Purchased sodium sulfite will
achieve the desired solubilization of sulfur, but at a higher cost
and without the benefit of primary abatement .

•
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Case Studies Involving the SulFerox and RT-2 Technologies

The following cases are examples of two different H2S abatement
applications in the geothermal industry. In the first case, only
trace amounts of ammonia are present in the steam. In the second
case, the H2S is partitioned between the non-condensable gas and the
condensate.

Case 1: The Su1Ferox Technology

The H2S partition is such that all the H2S is in the non-condensible
gas. The steam condensate does not require any additional treatment.

The design basis for this case is as follows:

Non-condensible Gas Flow: 4.2 MMSCFD
H2S in non-condensable gas: 1.2 mole %

The SulFerox process was chosen to abate the H2S in the
non-condensable gas. The SulFerox technology utilizes a proprietary
iron chelate solution to abate the H2S in a continuous loop process.
The ferric chelate is contacted with the H2S (Equation 5 ) in the gas
to form elemental sulfur in the reactor (Figure 1). The abated
non-condensable gas exits the contactor into the separator vessel and
is vented to the atmosphere. A side stream of the iron chelate
solution is further processed to the vacuum filter in order to remove
the sulfur solids from the process. This side stream is vacuum
filtered and water washed to produce a moist sulfur cake (25 wt. %
moisture). The purpose of the water wash is to recover the chelate
contained on the the sulfur. The water wash stream is then returned
to the circulating chelate. The ferrous chelate solution is oxidized
to the ferric state by sparging air into the regenerator vessel, thus
closing the loop on the SulFerox process (Equation 6 ).

The material of construction for the SulFerox process is 304L/316L
stainless steel. Fiberglass, and lined carbon steel vessels can also
be utilized.

The economics for the process are as follows:

Capital Costs: $883,000

Annual Operating Costs:
Power: $30,600
Chemicals: $ 105,000

The capital cost reflects a total stainless steel construction at July
1988 prices. The capital costs includes the license fee for the
technology.
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In this particular application, the SulFerox unit has been designed to
emit 20 ppmv H2S from the abated non-condensible gas. The unit can be
designed to meet more stringent H2S specifications with minimal costs.
The amount of sulfur cake produced in this case is 2 LTPD on a dry
basis.
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Case 2: RT-2 Technology

In this case, the H2S in the steam is partitioned between the
non-condensable gas and the condensate. Hydrogen sulfide abatement
will be required for both phases and will utilize the RT-2 Technology
(Figure 2). In this application the non-condensable gas will be
burned in a thermal oxidizer which will convert the H2S into S02. The
S02 from the thermal oxidizer will then be further treated in a two
stage caustic scrubber. The scrubber has been designed to run at pH's
that allow the S02 to react with the caustic to form sodium bisulfite,
while the C02 present in the gas passes through the scrubbers
unreacted. The sodium bisulfite produced from the thermal
oxidizer/scrubber unit is sent to the cooling tower circulating water
to solubilize the sulfur produced from the iron chelate - H2S reaction
in the condensate (Equation 5 &6). This technology has been
discussed in the secondary abatement section.

The materials of construction are 304/316 stainless steel for the
thermal oxidizer and lined carbon steel vessels for the dual caustic
scrubber. The iron chelate piping is 304/316 stainless steel. The
prices reflect June 1988 costs for stainless steel.

The design basis is as follows:

Non-condensable Gas Flow: 3.5 MMSCFD
H2S in the Non-condensable Gas: 3.2 mole %

Condensate Flow: 800 GPM
H2S in the Condensate: 180 ppmw

The economics for the technology are as follows:

Capital Costs: $1.05 MM

Annual Operating Costs:
Power: $60,000
Chemicals: $900,000

The capital cost is
associated piping.
cost.

for the Thermal oxidizer/scrubber unit and
The technology fee is not included in the capital

The total sulfur emissions from the RT-2 design unit, including S02
emissions from the caustic treaters and the H2S from the cooling tower
drift, is 2 1b/hr.
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FIGURE 2. GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT WITH RT-2 ABATEMENT SYSTEM
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Mr. Steven Sclunitz
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Division of Oil and Gas
P.O. Box 107034
Anchorage, Alaska 99510-7034

Dear Mr. Sclunitz:

In response to your telephone request regarding our Geothermal program, enclosed
are the following documents:

1. Rules on Leasing and Drilling Geothermal Resources.
2. Hawaii Geothermal Drilling Guide.
3. Hawaii Geothermal Blowout Prevention Manual.
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M UTA~Mana~r-Chi~~~~er
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If we can be of further assistance, please call Mr. Gordon Akita of the Flood Control
and Mineral Resource Branch at (808) 587-0227.
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GEOTHERMAL INFORMATION FLOW CHART
STANDBY AND 24 HOUR COVERAGE
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HILO DISTRICT

I

I
NOISE & RAD.
DAILY UPDATE
HON. DATA

CLEAN AIR DOH ADMINISTRATION DEED
DAILY UPDATE

COHPLAINTS

COUNTY COMPLIANCE
DAILY UPDATE

*The concept of this operational plan is to have field staff gather data (complaint
investigation, monitoring data and updates on operations) and forward this data to the
Hilo Office. The Hilo Office in turn disseminates the requested data to various office
for their review. Both Air and Noise programs to use standard report forms. (Attached)
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GEOTHERMAL INFORMATION FLOW CHART

EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATIONS TO UPSET CONDITIONS

PUBLIC

I

COUNTY AGENCIES

I
HGPA-Command Center

I

STATE AGENCIES

I

MEDIA---------------j DOH
l.
2.

Response Team
Field Monitors
Communicators

f----------- PGV

DBED--HUB

'-------------------J: HEER I

Given 1. Activation of the
response team will
likely be the result
of H2S or other
contaminants.

2. Assembly of the
response team may
take up to 2 hours.

* Upon notification of a possible upset condition, the air personnel who may be on call
or at site would need to make a determination. The determination to be made is
whether or not to activate the DOH-Response Team.
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DOH RESPONSE TEAM

AIR PROGRAM

GLENN KAHANISHI
CLIFFORD FURUKADO
ED MIYAMOTO

OAHU STAFF
GLENN ToMoRI
BILL HASHIMOTO

BACKUPS

NOISE PROGRAM

DONN HASHIMOTO
NEHTON INOUYE
AARON UENO

OAHU STAFF
JOHN NAKASHIMA
LARRY SHIRO

The response team is to consist of 2 components, the field monitors and the
communicators. The field monitors responsibility is to monitor the issues (H2S, noise,
etc.) apply it to prevailing rules, permits, & standards if possible. Then forward this
information to the communicators located back at HGPA.

The communicator's responsibility is to transfer information between the field
monitors and outside sources (State Agencies, County Agencies, pUblic, PGV, etc.) The
communicator is to refer complaint or medical complications to other sources and not to
respond to media inquiries.
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GEOTHERMAL COMPLAINT REPORT
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Nature of Complaint ( H2S, NOISE, OTHER) : _

Complaint Received By: _

Date of Inspection: __

Person Contacted: __

Time : _

Telephone: ___

Findings : _

Action Taken: _

Inspector: _ Date : _
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STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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INVESTIGATOR, _ DATE, _
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flO mech~ni~~ i~ the enerSY WI for finl~.i'1S tne ,eq"if~ci
0; i p:.l;~h~$I;$. ihe s~~~ ver~icr; has a iJfo'fjsiDn
5fIcour~i~s ths Enaqr Depart~t t.o negotiate lme.s of on
lith ?r~ducing ::tJllfltrie~, but extefld!c negotjatior,s with
Saud i Mail ia I ~\melUela a'lG other pmGuw shave 1ed
nowhere.

One ~~aM 'or the lntenslt)' of yes~~~d~{ s debate ove~
t~ on ~eset~e vas that 1t representee virtJally ~r! oniy
prov !sion in t,a bin Tne bi 1i VOi.J ~d not Q?erl ade iO'lu1
areas of the ~~itoo states to oi ~ exp :orat io~ ar,d in fact
\fOUl d0lace oost coast..; waters off 1ill'; ts'

That lro~ld ha~e lessaood the ~atio~'s short-term
v~inerabii itT to eil cutoffs or enbarsoes. Ilhi:e the biii
ll'oulfJ affect i1liry jr,dustfies, it wouill net open adair-Iunal
areas of the Uded states b Q~l e~p lora~io~.

iQ the ~hq, it .0.1d place a!;wst 'iii coast!] \l'ate~s
-empt the Gu1f of Ilema and h!Ost of the A1Isb area - off
Iimit to furt~sr oii rlevelop~t for the next decade.
Yloreo~er, .he bi11 ltO\Il d i~$$ no marOtt?ry 0i1
co,'1serrit icm targets, sijch as arl increase In f~e.-a] awtJ
miieage effit;~ncy stanoards.

The bm ~uid i7ll~e it easier t~ build ~uciear DOller
pia~ts and nat~raj 6as pipeiiMs. It w:d extend federal
tiX crJ!dits for ir,~astlJ@nt iii sohI' ;,00 ~trler~l energy
a.~d prc.vi de a cred it of i.S cents. for each ~ i 10.a~t Jo.::u~ of
eliW..ricity ~]leratM frOOlllind or agricuHiJrl1; ~lIei. It
WOi.I;~ 1wit ~ $lS0 a 'IIOfIth tN w;llil'lt ;If ~ax-"~Q& p~rk i~9
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Hoose A9proyu Vast Energy
Bill; Oil Use lould Be Curbed
;n Long Term

By ThONS •. i.jpflltn
Washington Fost Staff Writer

The House passed a aassivt erergy bi Ii ~estercia~ that
.oo:d sffeet virtually a'l'er-ythlf1g frOlll the strucbre of th~
eiectr;c ~ti i ity il':o.'st~y to the mU1lt of water us~ by
~~nr hNd;;.

The 3SI to 37 ,eta CiIl'e after a larwe llllIP ity of
t.snber3 IBS i;y de~eated an 3tt~t tli ilOke oii COllIPan ies pay
thE! cost of exp3l\d;n~ the nation' s Str~teaic P~trnl~iIll
~l?£erve ;l>e hiIi nl}j{ i!]1!.S to a cor,f~~cl! !lib the Sl!rate,
.kith pmfd Q ~il);;ar ~aM9 94 to 4 in Febr\l~i'

EithQl' vm10n of :n6 1;gi1l1a1:100 »CiJlo havll .. m~
:C'!'a~t .1¥ltual1~ ~n the way Awieanc con~Jll\ej tran~port
~~O ~9s~;a\;a elle1~tricit¥, r,atural gill and li~\licl fuel!;.

Mh hina wltein Wu cr Preaide~t Buab'~ propooed
Mtional fIIlergy sVAte-sr, lmt the .dministratior. ~refers the
Senate yer~;on. EM~S'f StiCl'etm J~$ D. ktki~$ eai1~
ye,tenky's vote "~i!IIjor yidQrr fllf Fre"ident au~h',

;earler~hj~· in er.ersr policy but 3aic the adlir;istratiDn
~bjech t~ prOlision$ tnct l0Il1d liMit :rtlte na~urai ~:
regdilthlll and ~ffs!Ji)f'~ ,;;1 drii lilla.

Envirorvnentll ~rlIl CQ!1Sernt;D~ grol.Op~ are iukl'lar&1
abc~~ bot~ ver3iOfIS i but ~refer the House br l be-cause it
mid '{J f;Mtner jn lISing tax Cf~dlts, f~der2! grants 3i1d
IllandatVi"f stan~ar:ls to ~or.ser'{e eners}' r increa.;e ~rh:jeJ1cy
d prO'lKit: the i.:Sa or ~M'ienb le rue IS,

:ts clJief ardlitect, Rep, Phn jp ~, Shar~ (ll-Ind.},
~hiir;ni'l uf an E~ergy and (;j,iI\lerte subwmdttee, $a1Q the
lesisiat'on would "reduce oli HJ~orts by 31l1i1lion Plrrei$
p~r day O'f 2010) sa~e thG llqiJ;va lE!!lt of ii!I(>ther 2 rn~l1ion
harreis per 04¥ if: e1ecHcity t'lil other fuelS and Ctlt
~ig"ificant!y t.~e erlefsy-reiated eniSS10llS 'If cii1'~on
c~ ~de. the ~h ief ~r=tnhcil$e gas. ~

~e ~n i ted states CO!l.~5 ilwut 11 mi iii on barre15 o~
on cia,ii) , abol,,;t half of it jllllll>·~ed. !t m tha
vLinerabi'jty tc i~orted oil • ~igh;ighted by a sudden
~rice swt [}r, T~es~ay jrls~ired by i r~porbd ~o;:q shift
'1 ~udi Arabia - ~~at ~~deri8Y a furi0l'5 debate yesterdaJ
~v!r the :'iation's erner~cy oil reserve. Tne mate centered
011 a ~ri¥l5ll1 by Shar~ t~ increase the reserve i~ a ~ar that
~o~1d not ~dd to the fedfra' deficit - by hayin~ 011
COI'IIpanits bear th~ 'Q~t.

1'M S\rat&g it ?Gtn1fiWll R~8PQ ccns1th. of ~w:. 570
Ill; j lio~ barr~i$ ~f 5¢~ilrn.wl1t-~nlld en .torCld ill iilt
cayern$ in !e(~ and i..cujsiana, CQn,NU illd t~. ius~

It A. PAm_" UlD:J1T£$
1~{4 ~ti Slnl!t Kd11lc, Illw«ii~l
(~t2&2-5551 @3}2$2-m(FAA} 1

. &&Cit._u _ - . lL..<tf ££4.2£5 L.S2.Hu~._£L"" "
Ki:i~ P.allaiim ; ..

.& til L. lihiUL i£SUi 2StEh ; &4
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1'#,~lJ) Mal 26, ~~t=r - Japar.'$ E~port-,;qw~ ;~~k:~
~xpeetad to preville at lcut US t71C :!IHnen in n.~ "QL~I t()
he~p the Pht1 ippioes ~~erctl'll:ih ~pet:l.t, tled·;e '-\l~~
sh?rt39~J the ~thna; PQ,er Cor~~t ion (I,?O) $~ i1 ~~

r~e~~ay .
,~ aroJp of jndustr !{l ists s~id on TUt$~~y th:

countr'(s Ile!' 3Ov~~tj €XPa:t~ til be h~cl~d by former
defence chie~ :ide; RaIOOS, shoo14 sj~e top p·~()rit: tQ
50iting tile pow eros:s,

;f:ey said da i1y p¢.er bTi'kouts had \:.llae::i ~hn iWme
iMiistiY to ;~~ 20 biiiioll pesos ($l1C lllil1jl~n) ~in~ W€
begir.nif12 of Itmh in t~e ~~iia area a)l;fle,

NrC eniirmar. lences i ao lie 1a Pit to!d rr:,pcrtersa/teo
visiting Japan til3t two JOilns fran t~e ~xjm bii!'k llOrth u~cr
[1i11 iCfi _Oil jCb! sig1\eQ in .lane to pl.it.:p power ltnes a."1
~u Iid a nell JOO mega.att ~ ~ a.~t in t~.e 8ataan ~$'l ~ nsula, .est
~f Ma~i1a,

H~ saic the ~a~~. ras also reari~ to Pl.it lip for appva~
t; its boirci a propo'~ill for So $200 gj \11~f) loan to ~ha NPC
:0 buy di~e1-PGwereci !rovab1e 3~atin9 statiiJllS d~ a
cagacity of lUG rrrasintts For t.~ sOlJtheto isiand of
1.; nda.'laO.

Another $2Z0 ; iJ1 iIXl 'IfOU1gJ! used t~ dtve1Oil a
~l!Oth~1 Dhr.t 00 l10unt A~c, a15~ ~n Mirdanao.

~in~aMo, CllCi 90 per cent etpen..ient {,Il' hydrrrp~~ir, has
been h!i.dh affected b~ a ;JI'oi~e;l drought vhi,h ~a~ forc~

3

tn • $t&tlli':'lant, AQui no Ii; d sne elpecttli that II ith the
~ins rii~y seato~, lll*l!I' blackouts that ha¥~ crippled
ir.d;,i~tr¥ and an~td pthfl~~ eon~:Ji1@rS for se\'efill illflths
llClll~ ~i ~edu;;Bj tll a miniilll.\l\ or a:aplehly eliminated.

i~, bhcb'wh haH biiln Cii.iSea ~i persisUr:t breQ#,~O\fns

of ltll.~O~ pIIWGr pjMlta M,d by • drO'~ght t"at has r@ailteri
hyaropOller getI{l/'ation.

iJespite ",~..itlO's .~~ran~iJ the Japa~ J'It.r,~d;onl;
Cooperotkn Asency (~:C\) ~~~d in i ~t~d't pllb1i~niO today
that i:~ 9~~et' hill.clHl:Jt5 'IIOwid een';.:no.Ii irod&fin;to:y b~c:;'ij$i

of poor rna, nten~nce •
"he $tate-Olme<l S\\+. bM: ?ow~r Corp (KPC i ~,d ;ast w~

tne crippl10g pow~ ~horh!e woulli cor,tin~a vf1tii l~g4

~~ause ~f ;"l\\deqli/lte ~iiltcity of t~e cMiry' a p~'ffit'
pial't&,

ih~ gnerf2'1t' ~ Ill'\tr~1J3 f:Ncedllte ~f lP~roy ir:! new
po_er stathns badalso c~4~dated the ?rcbl~, ~ilC
~~esj~ent pablo llailx] sad ;~ 4 ~~~rQ:Jr.j to Aq~in~.

Aftw. ti 1~s with roaih i or. funday, A~~inQ Drciere1 e
Cfuh praSfalilIle to proyjde an tdiljtiooal 200-300 !le9an~b

cap,city on tilt min ?hi1:PPin~ island ~f LiEer! within fi~:
to eisht oonths.

She ;lIse orikted an extra 5C-~vC legawitts f~r the
$Oiithe~r. busht·sbc~ j~iar,d of ~jnGan~, 'lfh1ch relIes en
hydropower fer alil1;l~t 10 pet of gtnetat'ng CiiP~c't j' ,

,-

:.,:,;."
. ',..

~~c.~L;, ........ ~

-'~t-,

NEWS:
House Approves Vast Energy
Bil 1; oil Use 1ou1d Be Curbed
~fl Long Term

By T!'M:s& •. ~ ippillin

"a.~in~oo Po$i staff tr~t¥

'The ij(,~t pelMed a fa!l$$i 'fro llIIiI' 9Y ~ in y~tllrcilY that
wcul~ aff~ drtU/lily mrythir's frail +..h~ atr:l~I,ir" I;lf tile
el~ctric vtility ;ndiJatr~' t~ t~ aro;mt of nter utad by
snD1~'- h~s.

rhe 351 to n y~t (i0J')a 6fter a lar&e .jor ity ~r
memQers eul1y oefeate'J an tttOl\1lt b wiIlke ~;i cocrrmi~ par
J, ko r-I''\~+ ....f #f'~1I',.,rl i,..., tno r'!ItT ~nn· ~ ;.;t,",fIItM~C Pe-tra ;eurn

dlli~ istratior,
3sree that the
resem stloo1d be
expan~ed to OM
bi11 ;on h2t:'els,
but Du'{iM that
rYl.lchoi:at
CUfrtnt Piices
wvu)d cost lW~e

than $8 hi ~ 1;00.
Sh.rp hac

introduced :; rn'IlY i3ion that IfOU: d ~a'ie re:w ired ~ i j

i.rters liflrl i~f;llm to ~~o'iid€ :>Ile percent ~f their
~ttICh ~ath year, or t~e cash equ j1a;~t, unt j: th~ m.er ve
m; fii1wi. rhe ~i: indust,-y strongly cppos~d ti,e plan,
:a i1j r,s it a $i5 hil1ion tu thlt .ou:d b! pliSS@!d ~~ :0
CCI1I1o~S. Adlt.ir.;\itrlT.iOfl Off;c1th ~dd ~,I~h \IOuid veto thi



the cost of. expll1~i~9 the n.tiOl'· - ~trategic Petro;tlI!
~es.m. ihe nm nl}_ goes to 1 Irenee llith the Senate,
willen ~assed a similar IlM!lSllre 94 til 4 in F~ry.

Eitner ~efS11X1 ~f the iegislatioo jjO~1d !lave a vast
\fl'(l4ct eveotuai h Oil t~e vay ~rieans conslJlle, tr-an$jlOl't
and r!gu: ate e'octri,ih, natura i !lilS and H~j d fue!s,

io.t.h bills ettJtain parts IIf Fi~i4e1lt Blish's pr~pi)SeO
nation.; eners~ strltl;Yt oot tha adnini$trttion prehn t~e
S~atll vQl'~;Qn. ~ft&!'~y StCNltary Jil\eS n. _atkins called
y"trOlt'S vot, 'a ~ior vietory for President B:.i3h's
:iadil'i.~;p" in lOti'S} ~lIcy but sait! the aikihistral ioo
object. to prov;~,oni that \(~ulrl iilllit stll.te r'Qtunl gi$
ragu1~tiOil inC eHaher; 011 drillin,_

~n·.lr(\r,liltnti~ and COtIw'(at ion yo~ps ara :,,-k~Sr.l

about both VQn iono, ~t ?refer lhi IicJ,;$~ bIi) ll-eCaus@ it
WO'Jld fJ t\l('thfl/" h ua1:l5 t;iX eradil.1 fidrwil i granb a'ld
rlltf\datory ~tln~&r4$ to COn"fV$ $I1Vr,I, inerN~i effjt;~q
ll.~~ prorro\e ~h~ Ila~ of r9n.ab: i f.1t is.

;b thl~ i$tchitett, Rep. Philip R.•1Rrp (D--Ind.),
ch~fl'm4n of an ~ncr'1 i$f1d C<.lIl'IlleF¢$ $uk~ittii} $~id tho
h~phtion woolci ~redu~t 0;1 1i1p01'ts bj- 2 lfIiliioo lr.rrll:~
W oay ~y 2Cl0, ~~ve the tqu1rtlent af aMther 2 ~ni 100
barr~;s per ~<),j in l;i~dc'ty tlld OtMr f"'tj~ and ;;ut
sjgl\~~1mt"iY the 'l'er,r,eht~ t3i~si:xlS vf ;trbC'n
a:oxuie, the cl),e~ greenrouse SiS."

,he united States C01lS\.lllreS al:Qilt 11 Ili~ i io~ bu'els of
011 cary, ab-.."'l.it halF 0' it iiDported. Il us t.rat
','u1nmbi11ty :~ ;lPOft~ 011 - r.ign1i9~tell bI ~ S'~dde-n
pr ;ce sp~rt or, ~~'eSda} >sp 1rea by a repQfted IN1ii;J ~hHt
in Saud; ~nlllia - i.hat ,;!lder1ay a furious debate y~hrdll)'

ovEr th~ nat ien's ~rgellcy 0i; reserve. T~ dWate ~al1tsm
or. a prCp,)S3 J )1 Sharp to 1OC"eaSf the reserve in q Jay that
rOL1Gnot ad~ t~ tte ffoW'i1 deficit • by hav1 ng 01'
C~<ti1~~ hear t~ ~st.

The st; 3T.S2 i c Petr~ i elllR Reserye col'l$1 ;ts of abOilt 5iJ
i111~1:on barr~]s vf gn~em~ent'o"ne« 011 stoiea i!1 salt
ca\~;n$ i., -'-em and l.C\li$~ana, Cor,grm ~fld nee aush

ItA.PA • AmlAl'ES
12T~ ( .aSir9It Kr.~ rami m-452i
(fa) 262-~1 (lJ)2iNlD (FAXl

Exter1ded Paae
COOS\ll'tl'$, Jl,anllnlSlratHl!'1 orr lelllS Si iQ ~U~!l IllJU ,U ¥~~u l:ll~

ei1i if it c:onta inet' ~rovisiiljL
Sharp a:'ld Rt9, ...,-'" D. Dingeil (n-Mlch,), cn&irl1la~ of

the tnergy and Ccmerte CtmitttcJ argued t~at tile pian
.unteQ to ·1ow·~st insurance" against oil $iJPpiy
interruptions that llOuld drive pr lets up a~d cost COn3Jllle!'S

~ch OOT8 than the e6t11fltted balf-cent a ga1)fln Sharp '$ plan
IftIlj id erJta11. aat OlJllOcrlts fr~ oil St3tes jo i~eQ
P,epuo1icari$ t~ ~ i1 i the provis ion, mto ns.

That 1ems the biilion-barn1 target tn plilce bIl~ .~th
00 Ili!chan;SIJl i~ t~e energy bill for f1r.ancifl9 thll ~equir~o
oil ~urchises. The senate version hu a .~rnvi5Io~
encourag lrg the tn~rgy Departlleflt to nesotiate )eas~s of 0n
.ith ~rodudn~ l:Quntries. Put extel1ded r:t90tiati~$ witr.
Saudi Arabia, Verr€lue la and other pr~Lcers hay~ led
I'!Owhere.
~ reasx for tre jntensity of reste'day'$ debate over

the: oil rese"~e lfIS that it represented (Irtua. 111 the (i~ ly
prov;3iofl ill the bm The b~1i ~uld not OWl acHional
ar~ of tht< un;hd Stahs to oi 1 eXlllor~ticn and jr, fact
~ou l~ ~ lace mos.t coasta1 watf!rS off ; ind:;.

ihattOU1d ha~~ i2!l.~~ed thl! nation's .nort--term
vw1l191'abiii~y to oii cjtoff~ or w.&rso~- ~hi',@ tn8 bm
\lO~;d ;l,ffllC~ otllny ;r.d~,triQ', It 1I01iid not ¢~l~ add-itiQnal
trna of th; Unit.d statiOl tv on e,ploratjo~.

h the OCllt..~y; it 1Iol.l1d ;lli06 ailllQtt an cca~tal ~iters
-except the ~Jlf of lI&xicc .1lIl1ro~t of tn. A1Ul<1 at6~ • off
iillit to further oi1 ~v\\lo~r,t for tha nijxt ciltCidi,

IIoreol'er I t~e bni WOO! d iillf-Q$& n~ r1incatory 01 ~
eon,ervation t4rgeU, iuch ill an in~rQ.$$ in fe~ri1 iLito
!niieQ3e efticitM! ~h~a;da.

The bil11lQ\ild lTI$.ile it eIIsier t. b~;ld f,l;tiear pom

planu a~d nalur~1 gas pipei i~~$. It w~d e~t.e~cl fadsra:
ta}: cred~ts f~r i~~est.~t ir: 3Ql.r ~nQ ge,*herl1ldi energy
~nd prolide a .r,~it of 1.5 ,ents ftlr ~ch ~\;O\to.~t no,rr l)f
eiectricity ~,:~~ed frC"! ~ina Dr agri;uitl1"~: f~el, It

lWig 1i;lit to $160 a JOO'r\h the !ImI~t of ta1-frtt W~jns

1
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th~t ~loyers could provide each ~\er, ~1QjIl'I coulO
pr,,'de up to $10 e mor.\h in tax-free transi\ passes, an
increase from the cuf'red h!lllt of $2l.

Most of the ~rt'Yls'ons of tM 't~title bdl )fould have
iitt,le i_ja~~ impact OIl consumers cr hu$':l6$st$. ~er tne
cooi~g decade; bceever-, the ll!!gislation would: I'@voiutioni,e
the e:tclric utiiity induatrYi iead tht iuto mdiJStry to
pr~~ce IfCre veH::les that r:H'l em f1.~h other t~a:'l g1!1J11nei
il\c~aa~e the ene;~y ~fficjeney of bui1ding$, iJltcr$ and
appl iencea: inc:"eas~ t~e sse of natu"'al gas, and PWiP rJ:Ire
than $15 iillion into ereril' research and de"lo\llllent.

Alt-l0ugh thE: bill is Us IOOSt ~Hious ooersy
leS1sht,on to COM out 0: the House in i!'Ij,re than in years l

the debate about it 1'2.£ 'in ;JaflY ways the sto~y of the dDg
t,,, didn't bac" ""J1y ,,.,,d.as ",id ,hout u..
~~Q,-i.,;iori that wo~ld r;:~inge f.dtfal f'lijl.ilaticn of tla
ii~9Ctric ~ility ir:du;:try, .hicn a Y4ar _eo G~ r;arhin
;::l ~Q th~ ~t 00,~tr:'lVilr&ia1 parts o~ t4 hn;,

llll~ j-I~$ hi~!, liki th S4l'llU version, ilYli1d
,mCOiJra5G inca,pGril~~i., OOfI&ut 11ity t~fli", to SQt intf.l thQ
Qisc.tr·';::-SQfiQrating blJldn;'~l:i bl ax~tin9 th~'ll f)"'orP

,&~g~ 1l2,t iOf! by the S&cur it les and Ex~hanse Comiseio!'\, They
eauid se1! their ~tput to ally utility that wO'Jid ~Uf it,
e,~ across state 1ines ,

Unli~e t.h~ S~M.te Vef!.lMl j th, House bill \I'O.lJo ~ire
uti1it1es h tran",,~ other tOfflll'afd~' power ..cr~3S their
transmissiol! l;nea, but it I'ffi.Old aliow the utilities to
""'9' hish enougn he, to com oo.su, ersllr ins th,:
customers of one l.iti:ity are ilIJt besdns the wst cf iOi!e

oth~r \jt'1ity',l !M'er.
Oller t liil!, tnese changes to the 1!35 ?"oib1ic Uti! ity

"oidln9 CiAlIPt1Y ~ot could thange tlie ,tnlty bIil11<Sl the
way the break~p of A1T etlan~ t~ teleplr.lle bUS1!"leSS. ~1e

W',emtlve utl'itles were ltroog,y oP>Osoo to th, e1'.lfi3el,
.cut oposition d1f"indled )lIer the ~ast year as :oor~ and \l:¢re
'J~:litj9Sj COOSin!' srol.ip:S ami emirOflllenu!ists cli~
aooard a Milo.-agon in sup~ort of th~ char.ge5: coo:anolflg
they wCi.i;d leaQ tc Jus ws~ of coal aM IiW>f'e Of jess"
pol1uti'19 llab~a; gas.

Cow.ght 1991 ihe Washi~gt01 Fast

APr II-Mar-92 0.'33:00
IlI'B:Ily",

COPYr1gnt 19~2 rhe Associaterl Fress, 411 ri~'ts !'esarved,

ly SAllY JACOfSE, Associated Ilress Iritar

ViHINA, At;Stria (APj ,,- It. erdeQ ~~t as IIYsterio~sly is

it began,
OPEC\s s~per3til' .." saudi Gii Minister Hls.~ Kaur ,," at

the ;ast m'cute canceJied ", .. , ..raOCi al i just-ended
tartei meeting.

;lis stand-ip failed to push for hish~fi cri)C~ ~ro~ction
i<' th~ SU!ilner -- billet "!leeks '1': advance is tlw SaiIdi 1ine,

U Plm1lS!lUS9Xlm:s
i214 Kih S1r!et Krhl,liallaiil611Hi21
(!ill) 1;2-$51 1m ~2-53Si(fill) 2

Moreover, by ail aeOOllllti, Saudi lrabilllld 1m,
fr~~ sw' i19 partners, appearM to gel slong,

Md, jf t,at mr't eno"sh, Gu:f do!le91tes ended the
...ting by sarinS the Saudi" ionS c"",,pions of modest crude
prices j woolda't ilIire seeing them several dollars a barrel
highe, ,

Did the cities poil'!t t'J a s;9nificant change in Saudi
PO ilCJ at the mtii\Q of th~ i3-natiOl'l organ1zation of
?etroleurn Ex~ortin9 CoUtltries?

las tho giant p"ooucer h<lj:ins It ~·ive oil s-ices up to
protest t.~ ElirOPeans! call ror & .stiff:D on oil to
disrour1se it~ liS! and coonat ~;Dha: warmlns!

Cr ...is it in casoots 'fIitn 'r~s.id.e:'lt SushI .liTitii:g te pt;,h
1.ip pric!S to pleu' :.xa~ oii pro~cfl.~" woo rdsht turn to
Texan RQii Pirot ill thlt pr~ident~a; contest?

£,orY"'y had a re~'Qj\,
'\Gei>: bereaHat1c," idviud AiSQrian C~~ ~~fliatar

f(ll'dine: "'it lao\iuil'li l a ~~!'G;~ CQjlIPii.i!l'Ief for ~i~r
?r~c.!;.

"! 00 oo-t b~l ieve .•• a One-ORY illee{in.9 in whith seudi
Ar~i. ~~ not teptaunted by the US!.ie.~ Read of oeTe9~tion

~al'1& a. radiee.~ shift," M .said Sabroll)'_
Ait llioussine offered: ~1!'DPj¢ ex~iilllltiQn: "slWdi

N'.lloic) 1H,e any other ~lJlltrr in OPEC, eeeds lIrmer."
~UlIC it', oij min ister, Iiom<><IJi ,i -<qci>,h, ,ttt ibut., th.

thlinse to a desi~e for sroup hartll(;lny. "-J don't thlf'k irs a
snift t" pOlicy, rGt~'er (mi':~ :;ol.lpe:-ati('r] behe~ GPEC J thE
Sil.l.idi:5l1ld the IralJiiInS," he ~id.

IhGte-ver ~ the n prod\l\:inS nations agreed lat; ~r ~1ay to
incrwe crude Witput si ightlr j[] the ~r to abo~t 23.4
m~llloo barrels 11 day.

FrictS rose a bit after tIe dfal was ,19ned. Trad.,s ha,
been expett I"9 a much iarser suppI) boo.\,

The i¥erage price of an OPEC ilIa~ker hst weeK was about
$Z,50 off the carters target of $21 a 42-g.a:lon b~r!eL

{fEC rn~ris~s r!cpe too';. hand~wori, 11';]; nudge prices
close~ to t~~ target dur ins tre Ju1y~Se~t!ilber Qua,"'ter,

AQ.llf Qe1tsate normally kr;~ledsab;e sbc~t SaJ~~ pOlicy
said the ~uc~ lOiiid he "'ccrnf(),"table" if oji 9rkes rose
$1 a barreL

~reoYer I n~ salc, ·Salici Arabia is ~of!vi,~ced that a'1
increase of liP to $3 a barrel ,n] !\ave ~o effect on
ecorY.l6llc gr·rJl or demand for' 01 1. ~

i~ the past, t~e Saudis nii'Te ramrec aff aasie!' wnp.ng
poiicy to ke~ ~rices _rate. They have wortied ~igh
9rices '!Io~1d ef'lCOlirag9 outsiders tl;\ [OO'(! onto cartai
territory,

ira" A1geril and others prefer a tighttr O"tp"~ policy
and higher pr~ces. Ther wsrt 13)te OO:1~} for their
financially strapped ~onollli",.

Ute Guif delegate l rho refused to ~e further- identifiedJ

suggested tht Saudis are reihinkin~ pr;cmj poi icy becwse
of the EurOilei1 CVIi"""iWnHy' s ;ai1 fc;" 2l'l energy tax to fi~ht
91ob:al 'Ilarmiflj.

ire proposed tax wooic add $iO to a ~arre: of oii by :~e
"'~ of the decade, CarbOP dioxide ..ission, -- • major
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tly~oduct of the bu~ning of oil and o~her toss;l fUdh -
have be~~ bhrred ~N' thoeetening to raise -che earth's
t~erlbrc.

em fear~ ~h~ h~"~ is ~S";~Q th& anviroMnen~al issas as t
ny of cliHing b,d ~~ oil anC dev!iopins &lttrrn!tive ooere~
$OIr.Celi ins.hl'ld"

: or thQ~ !Bver ing C1ln,p i~acy theorias, anQtMr reason
efflit911 fer tnt p~i$ible S.".r~i thsni! 'd~ ~ush's r~{\led ion
cl!I'9.isn,

11<;& "h~Dt rI 'Ilh~~~r~d ~y WIl$ analy~';~ on th. fr lllg_
GC the OIlEC =~t i"3, w.'I.J t hat ~fI"ot I!"ll;; B 9tOll ins thrwt to
8"~~. Thlie, hiEher prieta wo.1d pi~e T,xu on prcduw$
who m"i9r.~ ~ 1eanins to.~N ~~et.

$in~ the GiJif waf, t~e ~li.Ye b~n tuspiciOM the ijnitec
stat~ wie~d~ ir,fiuelice o~er Siudi ~rk;n9 jlQ!ic~" Th&
Udell Sht.e:3 gm ~fu:;illl f'!qitAq ~U~ft t~ ~he Kinsdom
~uri~~ the m.

Th~li~n &Mints Q~~!:. there 13 co111,~illl'1 m~ SA~di
ar.d Ameri~~ offi~ll1l~, they do thin~ they share. CWfItln
i~t~i'e;t in r.ilY~n~ prita:> tha~ I~ neither t.oo nigh n~t too
: all

for th~ Unit~ St,ites} too II]rTd's 1arjt$t ~l;f"tl!J" o)t
c:'~tde, ~ 19h prices fjurt CCIlS\llI8rs and t\e el;Dnmf1. eut
1rb~s that are too ~0Il can pipch the U.S. oil j",dliotry.

m Z6-llaV-92 Gt:n:Qn
JAPAIl TO ill! RfiM:E JIlIllIPfllE I'QH 9Ufl'&

~~m"A, Ilay 26, Reutff - J4ilan'S Expert-Import. Bank ($

~lpeded to PfOV1d~ at least US $B "m1on In new 1P,,1/ls ~o
ht1ji the Fhil jp~lnes ",verCOO!e its Ots~rate electr~c jlOOr
sh:l';ag~, t~t Nationa; O,wer Corporation ~lIPC) said 00
7ues~2~' .

~ group of i ndu3tr ia; ists sa.id Qfl ilJ~sday th~
;:ountry's neY gOvefOl'leot, e~p~.eG to be hta~td by f~~i
dtfence chief Fide) RaIOOS, should ii'fa tOfJ ~ior ity to
SC1v,1lS the power crisis,

They slid da i1YIjQter hiackouti had Cillied ~h iH;JPine
inoostij to lose 2~ bi~lioD ~es¢$ am !Jillion) si~ce the
~egjr.nifi9 IJf tl8rch in the ~;;I area iiont.

NPC cha i f1lBf! IIll1Ces1ao de la Paz t~l d repwt,r~ after
'{isi~ ins Japan that tllO l~ns ~rcm the hill bank Irorth $290
mi:;ior. woui~ he signed in June toplit up ~r H1lGS ind
bui1d a nell 3~O ~m:tt ~ lint in the aataan ~eni!'lSiJ1a, west
of Mar';1a.

'fe said the ban~, m illso ready to put up fer ap!f~val
:n it~ !loire a pro~o~a i fDr a $200 liIi 11 icn joan to the NPC
~Q n~y diesel -ilO..er~ ;oovabl~ generilt inll stltiCfiS with a
~apa~ it) of 200 ~~mtts fcr tn, soutne~n ;sland Df
:-i i ;yja.nao

~fICth~r $220 mi ii ioo lIou1d bE (;Sed tn crevelop a.
9&Otnifial plant on Mou~t A~o, a;so on ~ir,~anao.

Minda'~c, once ~G per tltllt d!IJend~r.t on hy dr;-~olt'er, has
b"ll/l bad11 .ffecUd ~y a pro1on~ed riro\l~ht lII\ien has for ted

It A.. PAffillSCII ftPlJ.TES
1271. Xll\i S';reet ~al1lJOi, Hawan ~'3H521
ism) 2S2-s6S1 (0) 261-51$ (FAl)

a 3S per cent ~.er C"Jt to irdustr) .
P~e6 ident Cot alon AQ!,I;fII) C'll !'lQnday ordered a crash

::ro¥'1IIIlle to buiid oore ~er ~1ants and e.~ci b'ackouts of JP
to severl hom a ci"r.

In a statement, A:tuino said she elfecterl that with the
coai!'lj rain,' "seaso.~, ~t;ler blscXovts th~t hallt cripp ied
ind:1Str-y a~d' ol11vere6 private Cansll'\lffS for ~@vera! Il(m~hs
1!lllJ1d be raducad to a minimum or cDriP1Qtl.!iy eiill'i~~ted.

As Ifan as rir~9ht I tile blackeuts na~e h~r. ~lu~ed b,
pvsistent hr~akdO'lln$ of m~;or p"m ?:ant~"

ilo~pjh ~ql.iino·~ rQ;~~Ur~CiSI th9 Japan Int&rnatioM"
~rat ic.~ 1geney U i~ 1!\ a ctud~ that tht POWIir b! ~ckQut~
would cor.tir;"e for a~ :r.M1~ite ~iri~d ~iCi;;;;' of ~r
15irr'"..onioCQ of 3i1lllratin, p1aP.~;

llPC sa;d !as~ ~i&k the crippl ing p9Wer ~Mrt';'ge ~cI'JH

~~inJe ~nt 11 1994 be~auee of the inildequs.te ~aplC~ty of
the '.:Ilootry'~ ;xr,er piants.

lrcUrER JPC JXK fotE,
Coprnsht US! i1~~t~3 lnf~lIl~io~ SerY1CeS, inc. Ail ri3nt~ ~e3er~ec.

?'jr 24-!1W~2 ~1 ;'5;QD
~IIO gftIJ{ftS CWlf PIULlt'rtNE~ PIO£IRAM

!"~Il;lJt, my ~, Reut!f - ~resjdellt ::Omon Aq~hc

er{e:'ed G crash prOSialitTtIl :';0 build extra pOY~ plants ar,d
curb a chron1eel ectr ~ C1ty shortlgt in eM ?h ~ Ttp~ j nes that
has c.ausec daily potier bl~~out$ cr JP to sem ~MS a dlY.

in a s:qtei;~(Jtl Aqul~o sale $he expected tta~ w;th the
~jng rainy sWO!':, PQWet blatkMs that h~~e crlpple~
industry arid .rlgen~Q private conslJI1ers for several !ilVIlths
.ould he reduced to a lIiniillllll or Ct.»lil1etely ei:minated.

7he b; ickouts have b.e:en caused ~J per; j stent br~.ktiolfflS

of ;;;a~or por.ef piants eno by a drougl'it that has \~du\ed
hY~roporer seMr..tion.

vesp1te Aquino' s aasa~nce I tr,e Japan :~ter;mt ,vt,ai
Cooperation Agency {J1CA} ~id in a stijdy piihl ished ~oday
that the ~OVe; b1acKOlits "iO~1d co~t: ooe incief in itt1y becaii~
of~ najrtenan~.

The stat@-mloed Nit; oMI ri»/@r Corp (ll?C) .a id i .st wee/:
the crl?~1iti9 power snorta3e 1lO\l1d contir.ue -.mW i9N
~~ca~se af ~natlel;ua.te ca~acity of the cwntry' s power
1 .

jL iflt~,

Tna 9QYern~f s Qtlero~ ~c~re of appro'ling I\Sw
power stations hi~ ;150 exaceraated the ~oolelii, KPC
Fr'esiG~t ?~b!c llalixi said ir a I!ieiOOrlriQiID'. b Al\uin~"

Aft!!" talks .ith i1Gihi O!l Mooday, AGliinc c{"dared a
crash pl'0S"" to provide an adciitic~~1 lOO-JOO mesawatts
capacity on the lM;n Phli ippine island of L~zo" within five
to 61~~t lltlnths.

5'le alSG orderal an IlAtn 5ij-jw ~a.etts f~i the
southe-:: dr~u#-struck island of Mir;daflaO. fl1ich re' 'es M
bydro~er fo!" a:ilClst SO ?Ct of ger,era~ ir,g comity.

3
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~ ~r~sidentii) ?ilace Stittile(\t sa;4 that to g&t aT')uno
t~f'. prcbl!11' of approval d~icul:ie$ for ntW \lOfer ll"ojects,
Aquinc' i mCJti';~ ,~cnt~y ~rari1in ~rilon lloilld ca i1 :in
inhr-aGer,cy <meti~g th; s we~k to e1"sun the securi ng of all
n~acQ;j arprova; 1 oy th!! ~~ tf June,

Sevtrii ~onr jl!"cjeds ha~i ~ hell: w because of
er.,;1,cMGnhi oMefI'~lO,

"ine ~m ic;.r>~ a1so instrvet$C. tll;t ~aS"Jfes be tak'!11 to
remole ~'.i"eiueratie cbiti¢:M in !;hi prOl!~~sf~ and approval
of llO~r ~rcieclet' the ~ht_:rt said,

;; ,~i~ these 'het-track' project. WOJ1d be 1'r, addition
to ~ s.I biii ion Ilt~o tlfll"J~Qr ~FC lim 11)fJ1l1lnt progr~w,
llr.ieh ;ntiud~ the il~ildill9 of Ii"vltl"il co;; and ~lHir&~
pi~nb lf~ d~~~l~i of t majo~ goothtrliTi1 ~i8jci ~ th~
cetti~1 i$i~~d ~f leyte.

It ci id not SiYe the CC<it of the ~tra ca¥idty
approved.

The .ta';en~ $tid tht ?hiHplline5 ~ld illVQ adde:! in

extr~ 6S0 illeSmtts til- c~pacitf ~~flJre next yell,'$ ciry
Sel$M wh ich start, ;f; F!hniitY.

B~~ ~~11x~ has said this .i:l i'Klt c~iet=-iy eeive the
SUpp1~ ~rob le!!!.

On ~re SOlJther~ island of ~inwlao, ~01Ier tLlt'"t~il~ent
relia ins at ;5 pet ous aain; J tQ the sl1~~~Olln of diese"
SeJI~ati~n PQler bar9~s for r~pijrs.f ~js io'\eiIlO!"indUIB Sii!~,

7he pOll!:" ~ppiy stMtlon l~ Mindanae is e~ted to
llf.vroye 1n th~ tr.1rd ~{Jarter if~~~ rep.jr work i)'"l ~he barges
:s coopi~ied lrc toe .ater level in lale La.'lilO increases l it
saj d.

i1EU~~
C~pyright 19n R~uters Ir.~ot!liat~on Serv'CiS, inc.Aii rig~ts r&sene~.

WP zg-P1,wn 18:00:00
IMUfficieotly Enefgeti::

:1i THE EItERG'f bili t.;at the Hoose has jl.ist paSSed, YOll
~an se~ tte poi it~C:ll sty1e ~f the :9905 c1ear1y rEfi ected.
The b111 ;$ de$lg!Nrl t" cnange as IlIUch as ~ib1e without
changin& amthins ba;icalh ~r ~lsjb:y. It dato:es srw
;n.~'\iJ ity ~o niiduin; t~e t~l'tn ger.t ly tOWllid ccnsenilt ii>fl
i$ ~ar as it tan witrclit ietilally distilrbing the II&TS people
...sf • a~d C>~Er'US@ - swey 'n the;r daily lives.

:h;$ bi1j has ruch in ~On'liO'l with j ts Senat~
~~ntGr?irt, ~me{\ la3t February, and .ith the 5ii$;'l
ii~ini.tnticnts arlllrgy plan, A1] three a¥oid decisive
cnange, in Ailiir~can!O' flationai hatits on srO:.lnri~ tila'; tl'te
pciitiC4[ lIi': :lIIQ ~~ort for thea don't exist, But ali
thr~ pr~e"d frot ~ I,mi$.ay ~cioowl@dglleflt that tM count"y
is ~in~ too men oi:! too J1llJch ~1 and too :wen
~1ectr i0,i~y fClr ~.t. {llln eoo<!, AN!' ieans COOSi.lilQ too much
be~usft pr icee 6r~ too IQtl - d~9""Cl.l$iY1ow, as ~:o:per ie!1ce
ills shollr.

iicijae, SG~tt and ~midQflt aw,h :9~2!! tnat they

don't lI~nt to do &~yth 1n~ ahout it.
The Holl$~ bi11's only att~t to affect prim direct;y

lias a singerl! tax of half a cent per gaj"on o~ cii to fi:;
theStrateg ic ?etro1eO!! Reserve. That ha \f·;ent becaJlIe
_ild1r contrcre\sla1 and, after beiog deoounced by ~he
adiinistration, it.as r.I~leted by a nUS! ilajOfity ;r. be
1iouse.

What's leH? Agreat val'lety of odds iM enes of vary ins
liSefalnm. r,e biT; eushes highway transportation tOllard a
ioa1 ~f alter~atives tQ Dil - like ethaool and €iectr idty -
fer 1V ~erce.,t of its. energy by the end ;If the decade. it

10ll1d set effidency standat~s for e1ectric ~ ignts, WjfiGOWS

'lnd much ~1se. :t would vrOli itate utiii~y regulatlXs to
~lJrage conslfvat 101'," :~ dams of WlY$ t~e federa:
iO'1~lIiieIlt is nol d~! t jMva hed in the
f!!ijiiMiar of energy, and this b~n generalh represents
iraNlltai prowess. in the r iwht direction,

&it it doesn't d~ anythl~' very fon:~fui ab~ct the !!lair:
lSG~~ or AiJeritar, el'QI'gy po; icy. First: The country is.
~in9 ~Wit9 i$ irI.Icl-, enersy, 'n re.;aticr, to its economic
olf~~, .$ i~ rna in COlllPtt i~l)r~ ~bl'Oad. Second: Because tje
CO\;ntr~ ha~ Qvident Jy t~~n$d 3~Y frOirl ouc iear pOiler , i ~
'Ii;l contin~e to tall minly on OOil: t¢ $&I'9-r;h
e1tetridy. That, t~gethtr w~th th9 ~r~.~~ inaff;'~~llt U~i
of poIler, ~;t5 it to rising ,eMU~a; ~on. ~f

9r~nhouse S&S= tllo.t Ii r!1 eventiJ811 y onlil'lsa its c1imat•.
ThH; The United 5t~te~ CI;,'\$~S iI:Ofe th5n ~re·fourth [If
ii ~ 1 the 1;1 i1 ~t~duceC on thi, p1tnet .11 i ie produ; ins on1y
one-e19hth. ibe !'tidQle cesterr. 011 cri~~ have re5i.i1teo lr,

piif1fu1 rel:e~;on, htre in the past two aoeades; ye+. a.TDi'9
the 11tij~1 fr.~ionj"iai ~tl'$ the lirdted SUte3 hat done the
least t~ protel;t its eQJ1liIl1IY frOl'li tnese w iodie
corl¥U1siO!ls.

rhe Hoose' s !lI~gy biii i~ pr~~abiy tne best th~ cou1d
be ezpecteo in the abSeclCe not or11 of pre.>identia1
iMcetshh ~ut of m~ :;;lniii!ll! nrasidential ir.temt.

Copyr !ght' mz The Jasln3ton ?ost

Rif 2S'!\ay-gz: 1:4~ :SC
U.S. fm BILLS lUIST 10 mas, ClmIVATIIli

IASl!l00TOM, ~r 28, Re...ter - The energy D~!ity ~ejng
written by the U.S. Con9r~s liou1li ~i'ie l boost to
a1tS"nat iY~ fueis and ilDre effici oot ;lSi of po~~~ Qut may
offg- 1itt\~ ;nc$l'i~ \ve ~Dr 1atsei oil and 9as prr.duct iar,
an. IYsts ino i ~,dustry spok~n sa id.

rlls le3{s\atioil i. ready f~r the fij)~i round of ~ork,
the Iding of a versloo that irom out diHerer.-ces betmr.
bms fliss.eo' oy the HCiiSe and Sel.te, Abii; COiij d be sent
to th~ Illite ~OO$e as ear 1y as mi~smer.

;t~u1G be the irost d~amat1~ s~~ ~n tlo oecades co
r&OU\:e- 'J.$. r~liante 0.: imported 01 i.

Actin, ~puty Energy Secretarj 'c inda St.l~t~ said the
5ush ildnini$tratioo objects to three proyisions in the ~ouse

It A. f!'!!B&aI! ASSOg"ill
1m J::ika 5tr=t ~S!'lli, lola.a:!~1
{808}262~i (lOBl2i2-ml (FAXl 4
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bil1. TWJ ilt thllll al~l;\dy ~I"'. b..n 118t1ld u Vtt6 bait.
"Ci..rly I the {off6flor' vi IHn3) prQYi.iona .r. tr..

!llO~t ~erioil$,~ stunh stid, 'It'. 50illS to \II I ?rioritt or
•Dur,.

"irnlie :Pl!D.'! fClf' the oii tIIld netur/ll sas ind~~l'i~ tho
objected to \h~ tln~~~ p1,n to hn 0;1 aIld !G Jr iT i i1'\3 :;>fl

sao ~ln W~ of the out.~ CQlltinental ahe1f \;lltll 20:92. The
montl1r ium "I1U id tffcct !l'Itl~ of the I¥e$l c:~d Eut e()U~ Mel
~arts of A1ask•.

The Senab has etdcr$~d a ~ller tQtQi a~d i.. in accord
wit,1 6lisl1 adrni r,istrat 'or. proFosa1s on :lffshore ad 1i ins.

loI:llla-ver I lit Jther chimb1lf'1l'O\l1 d OPfil the ~retic Nati~ i
Wildlife Ref"ge tc on and gas d!'1]1}ng, a li'dte HOuse goal.

EnvjrOl'ltMnta1 3!'OUpS lmnted thit j with House and
se~ite r.egotiators 11m1ted ~c resolv~1l9 ~OjRts of
d;sa,-WllSnt j rteU 1ns ~OU; d be 6000 :0 ~equ jre h;sher
~utQirC~ ile i'!1ieage.

NDnetilelm, the t11\s 1tou1d set ef1j~iel\CY stllf'l¢ar-ds
fer:> lice cange of pr",ducts pomed ~y e1ectricity J req~1;,e

SQ¥erOOJel1~ ~jj;ldj~SS to ~ I1lOre ener~y afficient and prOfltlt,
renel'ian 1e swces) such as so; ar energy a~d hydiOOleethc,

~ihe efficient} proY1Sjons in both b1!ls, aside froo
cars, which were left off the tibls, are ou"'...standiog,· sa1u
Jim 'fo1f j e(ec~tile Girector of the na'lprofit miarr~e to
Save ~ner9Y' --we is sa'Qe e<lCCU~age.'liel1t to start the ,al'
,01: ins f(H' alternative fJel m in fleets, It's It!lCOi.lri3i~
>:Jt) a wli stefl."

7he House and Serate adopted iC9ritical plSJIs to
stmml i~e the ; j ce.~$;n9 of nuclear ~onr plants.

Stuntz saH the addr.istration aiso oppnseQ house
:a"giiGige to fiiiit states' proribonins polfcie5 0\} nrturar
ias. ihe White HollS~ has .aid the prOyj~iOf1 c0I.i1d pr~t a
yeto.

stun~l a:50 annDllflced iciAinistratbn opposit rOl1 to
ian~uaEe ~opted ~eanes.ia1 by the House to restrict tnt
Mhodv of tit! Federa) tne:s'f ilsg'J1atory CcmissiOll to
1;cenie hydroe;~ctr:c projects :n parks and 00 rivers
prctecttlo by stale iaw"

The proratjonin~ ;l11Yilage jnfri~:leS on state regu;~ory
Down and i!':des lawsliits by !.ISing Q1er!Y broa~ iaMUtge
to attad ~vii:;es that ~e!lult in higher prices ~y iirn1ting
~uction, she sa:ci,

.stai~! said it was ~sross over-simplificitilln' to bi~
r~CQnt pr;c~ irl(:r'~a&! M a~~tiOl'l of ptorati~:Jin~ p;>:icills.

Stuntz dis~lir~!!d v::h s-iwestio"s th~t daAestic 01;
1tClcut:OI' 1/0\<i ci ~~t be f> i dad. ~he Hoosa hi11 Tints
;~dQp~ndint oilind .u ~r:xiu~rs 1"i1lef or. th!! a:ternative
d,in;:Tli.lm i~ tax. A.~ a99~~si·"j rilfeuch tl!'ogr8i1 ..iso
'IOUld ~j crN~,;jj ~he ~1d. .

•.~&. r6 ~;r 'M i~t iiiiflj .he doroIlCt. ic ~ndugtry ~~

tile hcblii~9Y it. neGO.; to ccmpIll9,' ~hl Qid,
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County of HawaU • 920 Ululanl St. • BUo, Hawaii 96720 • (808) 935-0031 • Fax (808) 935-6460

\~'v ' f
Civil Defense Agency Lorraine R. Inouye

Mayor

lot:

TO:

FFOv1:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Chief Daniel Ayala, Fire Department
Chief Engineer Bruce McClure, Dept. of Public Works
Planning Director Norman Hayashi
Director John Lewin, Dept. of Health

v' Chairman William Paty, Dept. of Land & Natural Resources
{.. ",

Wendell Hatada, Plans & Operations Officer,.q:' '-;
I,

April 10, 1992
.,.'

Hydrogen Sulfide Safety Training

\ '

; ', '~l

' ,.,i

On behalf of the Hawaii County Civil Defense Agency, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank your departments for participating in the
Hydrogen Sulfide Safety Training held in Hawaii County from March 17 
27, 1992.

Please distribute the enclosed certificates of completion to your
personnel with our congratulations.

ayk

enc!.

c.c. Sam Ruben, Dept. of Health
w/o encl.



SAFE1Y TRAINING REPORT

DATE(}ij~ ;:.

INSTRUCTO~:1

Donald "Don" Kiwimagi
Safety Supervisor

Rt. 1 Box 95A1
Williston, ND 58801

(701) 572-6606

COMPANY:~aP Mut2 q f2&VI.(,!?(I'£f; PHONE: ----r-r'---"":"""""""-

COMPANY REfP~:;:r-:;-"""'7I""'"'"':-:-----r------;>..,...,..,..."'::;"""'7';:------- COUNIT/STATE: J-I4uJ41 /
LOCATION=~41114 ). /6'f?f10'; /

SAFElY PROGRAM SUBJECTS: (check or complete all items taught)

V H2S Safety Hazards/Properties/Emergency Procedures/Briefing Areas
___"""""-__H2S Rescue procedures/DetectionlMonitoring/Equip

___ Breathing Apparatus/Work/Escape/Rescue
7 Hands on Training/Face Seal

Medic First Aid & Basic Skills----
____Primary Assessment/1 Rescuer CPR
____.Airway Management/Control Bleeding

±=
ShOCk Managementllllness & Injury Assessment
Test/knowledge inventory given/signed

. Billfold certificate given

We, the undersigned, employees of D L 9/... ~ have been warned
that we are working in a suspected Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S))tea. We have been trained in the potential
hazards and protection or we have been instructed in medic first aid's basic skills of patient care.

ATTENDEES PRESENT (Have each sign if possible)

(Over for additional names)

I
5 71 ZJ&iU&S &2&
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JOHN WAtHEE

GOVERNOR OF HAWAII

STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

P. O. BOX 3378

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96801

March 25, 1992

... 'JOHN C. LEWIN, M.D.

DIRECTOR OF HEALTH

"I'"

In rei5l'y, please" refer to:
(~;,:~-, EM D-C A-Br

92-140

Mr. Manabu Tagomori
Manager-Chief Engineer
Division of Water and Land Development
Department of Land and Natural Resources
P. O. Box 373
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Dear Mr. Tagomorij/'f~

Enclosed is our response to Mr. Stephen Ponder of Coldwater Creek Operator Corporation.

Our response basically explains our proposed standards for hydrogen sulfide and the assurance that
technologies are available to meet our requirements. Although we have proposed two standards, we
will likely propose promulgation of rules with only one level, a one-hour average of 25 ppb. More
stringent conditions can be imposed through our permitting process, if necessary.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 586-4424.

Sincerely,

~~
BRUCE S. ANDERSON, Ph.D.
Deputy Director for

Environmental Heatth

PFA:nm
Enclosure



JOHN WA.IHEE JOHN::: LEWIN. M.D.

STATE OF HAWAII

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
P. O. BOX 3378

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96801

February 26, 1992

Mr. Stephen H, Ponder, President
Coldwater Creek Operator Corporation
1400 N, Dutton Avenue, Suite 23
Santa Rosa, California 95401

Dear Mr, Ponder:

In reply. please refer to:

EMD-CAB

92-100

This is in reply to your letter of February 13, 1992 to Governor Waihee expressing your concern
regarding the proposed 10 ppb ambient air quality standard for hydrogen sulfide,

The Department of Health is proposing ambient air quality standards for hydrogen sulfide with two
averaging times, a one-hour average of 25 ppb and a 24-hour average of 10 ppb. The median
level for odor detection is approximately 5 ppb, Hydrogen sulfide becomes an odor nuisance to
most people at 25 ppb. We have proposed this level for our one-hour standard, which is
consistent with California's ambient air quality standard, .The za-nour standard is being proposed
to prevent the ambient level from becoming an odor nuisance, We are aware that technologies
are available to meet these standards which will not preclude geothermal development.

Extensive monitoring of background levels of hydrogen sulfide have been conducted in the Puna
area, Background levels of hydrogen sulfide in the geothermal project areas are well below the
5 ppb level. In fact, the background level is less than 3 ppb in the area where geothermal
projects are under construction and proposed,

Please be assured that the State of Hawaii is committed to the development of alternate energy
sources, including geothermal energy, Any proposed ambient air quality standard takes into
consideration technologies available to meet our standards, Because of the relatively close
proximity of residents to existing and proposed geothermal development projects, we have no
choice but to consider standards which will protect against odor nuisance in addition to the health
and welfare of the public,

Thank you for sharing your concerns with me,

ve~"tluIY yours, '\
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-'- ',-,/ The Research Corporation of the University of Hawaii

Esrvutivc Inrector

Telephone IB08) 944-4111
Facsimile (808) 944-4114

March 23. 1992

-.; ;-

- \ ' 34
The Honorable John Waihee
Governor of the State of Hawaii

i -,., 235 S. Beretania Street
i\ (=~ Honolulu, HI 96813
;r/~tri i

Dear Governor Waihee:

I wish to apprise you of an interesting potential development. Dr. Vince Peterson. Professor of
Physics at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, has been active for many years in high energy physics
research. RCUH handles one of his major projects called DUMA~1), which is an international
cooperative research project that is being conducted in the deep ocean off Kana. Dr. Peterson is known
and respected nationally and internationally in the high energy physics field. He has kept me apprised
of developments in the field and recently asked me for advice on how to proceed with locating a major
international scientific facility on the Big Island.

He has been asked to host the next meeting of the U.S.-Japan Joint Committee on High Energy
Physics in Kona on June 4-5, 1992. The attendees will include a dozen or so people each from the U.S.
and Japan, including officials from the U.5. Department of Energy and the Japan Ministry of Education,
as well as directors of the several national high energy physics labs in the U. 5. and their counterparts
from Japan.

One of the anticipated subjects of discussion is a linear collider to be jointly funded by the U.5.
and Japan, which will be at the cutting edge of high energy physics research. The intriguing aspect of
this discussion is that there seems to be a consensus developing that the best place to locate this $1-1.5
billion (estimated cost) facility is Hawaii, half way between Japan and the U.S. It would be a major
scientific laboratory and would add substantially to Hawaii's science/technology and economic base.

The other interesting aspect of this facility is that when it is in full operation it is anticipated that
it will require up to 200 megawatts of power. If the project is realized. it would be a substantial user
of the Big Island's geothermal power capacity, if that power source is successfully developed. Without
that power, the project may not be feasible. Attached is a memo that Dr. Peterson provided me at my
request.

If you endorse the idea, it would be appropriate for you to signal your support at the June
meeting in Kona or at a preliminary meeting with Dr. Richter and Dr. Sugawara, the respective scientific
leaders for the US. and Japan. Significant federal dollars will be involved, so our Congressional
delegation will need to be apprised. especially Dan Inouye.

Attachment
cc: Dr. Vince Peterson

ClIIm!nt/__tlon In'JUlred)

~;m:;ortore cttentlon
:~rect r~'D1Y <CC/btc: GOvernor)

~Wr Ir.fo~t~onJflle

-"- ~ratt reply tor Governor's signature

~~ le'lf uc/retlcft

S.:~:r.~ t CO:l\' of res'POflS~ U f (trf)

UeO c:,:closurelsl

~tum er.clc$UrelsJ
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University of Hawaii at Manoa

Department of Phydco and Aotronomy
High EoerS)' PbYIlu Groyp

W.tanillbe Han • 2505 Correa Road • Honolulu, Haw..u 96822
Teler"", (808) 956.2930 • Telex: UHHEPG 74318H • BITNET Node: UHHEPG

Telephone: (808) 956·7391

March 13, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Fujio Matsuda, RCUH Executive Director

Vince Peterson, High Energy PhysicsFROM:

RE:

~
a) US-Japan Joint Committee Meets in Kona June 4-5, 1992;
b) Possibility of Linear Collider in Hawaii, with Joint US-Japan
upport

We discussed these matters at length this morning, and I suggested that I could
put down some key information on paper. The following paragraphs sketch the
background, plus names, dates, etc. If more details would be useful, please advise.

June 4-5 meeting in Kona: For many years there has been a Joint US-Japan
Conunittee on Cooperation in High Energy Physics, which meets alternately in USA
and Japan, to plan the "next-N-years" of cooperation in HEP research. The initial
idea (back in 1950s) was to enable Japanese physicists to utilize American accelerator
facilities on a "quid pro quo" basis (using Japanese funds to help support
experiments). Even after Japan built its own National Accelerator Lab (called
"KEK") the superior US facilities provided the motivation for continuing the US-Japan
Joint HEP Program.

Prof. W.K.H. Panofsky of Stanford was particularly helpful to Japanese
physicists' wishing to be "up-to-date" in particle physics. Prof. Burton Richter
(Panofsky's successor as Director of SLAC) ha maintained this tradition. Hence
Japan has tended to favor electron aeeeleretora, and this accounts for the close SLAC
KEK collaboration today in developing electron-positron linear colliders. (The US
Japan Joint HEP committee also supports projects at Ferrnilab, Brookhaven, tBL, and
now the SSC; for example, Japan has funded the huge superconducting solenoid of
FNAL's Collider Detector Facility, which has made important discoveries in colliding
protons/antiprotons.]

The Joint Committee agrees on the best way to invest Japan's contributions
(about $10 Million/year) in particle physics experiments. The Committee makes both
long-range (10 years) and short-range plans (the next year). Normally, the projects
are limited to accelerator experiments; however, there are exceptions (e.g., the
DUMAND project, which would normally be considered "cosmic rays» and thus "non
accelerator» ).

This year the Japanese requested that the meeting be held in Hawaii, specifically
at Kona, perhaps because of some peripheral interests in both DUMAND and also
because of the possibility of locating the proposed Next Linear Collider (NLC) in
Hawaii -- perhaps on the Big Island (see below).

1
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I have been asked to be the host for the June 4-5 US-Japan Joint Committee
meeting, working with DOE-HEP officials (Dr. P. K. Williams, Head of High Energy
Physics Research -- the University-based program). The meeting will be held at the
Keauhou Beach Hotel near Kona. Attendees will include about 12 USA + 13
Japanese physicists and/or HEP administrators from DOE or Monbusho. The eSA
delegation will consist mainly of the Directors of DOE laboratories (Brookhaven,
Fermilab, SLAC, the Superconducting Super Collider lab, and perhaps L6L) plus the
chairman of HEPA? (High Energy Physics Advisory Panel). The head of the eSA
delegation will be Dr. Wilmot Hess, who oversees both High Energy Physics and
Nuclear Physics research (about $1 Billion/year in DOE funding -- not including SSC
Construction) .

On the Japanese side the counterpart to Dr. Hess will be either the head of
JSPS or someone from Monbusho, although the key physicist will be Dr. Hirotaka
Sugawara, Director General of KEK (Japanese National Accelerator Laboratory). The
Japanese side will include all the key physicists who influence Japanese decisions in
High Energy Physics.

Hence this meeting is far more important than just the planning of how to
spend $10 Million in Japanese money for experiments at US accelerator centers (and a
small fraction in Hawaii for DUMAND).

Linear Collider located in Hawaii? The KEK electron synchrotron was a big
success, due in part to SLAC's help in getting started, as already noted. However,
circular electron machines are limited in energy due to the rapid increase of radiation
losses with energy (fourth powerl], Hence the development of the linear accelerator at
Stanford, and now the new idea of Colliding Linear Accelerator beams: electrons and
positrons colliding head on, forming "pure energy" in a tiny volume and creating mass
(E = M(2) in a precise manner. This technique was pioneered at SLAC by Burton
Richter (Panofsky's protege and successor as SLAC Director). Although circular
electron-positron collidere are now operating successfully in Japan, USA, and Europe,
at moderate energies, the high energy future (1000 GeV, or 1 TeV) lies with linear
machines.

Japan built KEK to extend their interest in electron/positron accelerators and
has succeeded in building TRISTAN, a medium energy e+e- circular cclllder. It will
soon become obsolete, now that LEP (the large Electron Positron collider at CERN" is
operating successfully). SLAC also sees only linear collldera in its higher energy
future.

Electron-positron machines are the "precision" instruments of REP: e+e- heedcn
collision energies can be controlled to 0.01% or better and create particles of known
energy -- with almost no background. (Protons contain quarks, and proton-proton
collisions are "dirty" -- lots of background. A proton-antiproton collisions analogy is
"like banging two Swiss watches together to see what's inside." Although proton
proton collisions make a wide variety of particles and energies, unscrambling the
plethora of particles is a problem. e+e- collisions provide a clean and precise method
to explore a particular energy range.

The problems in building NLC (the Next Linear Collider) are (a) limited
resources, in this SSC-building decade; and (b) the need to marshal talent in the e-e
field. Hence Richter, Panofsky, and others have moved in the direction of
international cooperation in building the NLC. The two leading advocates are: SLAC
and KEK. They have been collaborating for over a decade; SLAC-developed klystrons
now power KEK, and KEK physicists provide magnets for SLAC.

The funding situation is such that neither KEK nor SLAC alone can expect to
obtain the funds to build the NLC. The international collaboration is needed, with at

2
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least Japan and the USA as members. Where to put the machine? One (inspired)
idea is to "find someplace in midway between Stanford and 'I'eukube" (Sugawara
and/or Richter's words]: t.e., Hawaii. The basic requirements are: land. (16 km.
straight, minimum); power (200 MW for a 1 TeY machine); cooling water, etc. The
beemline must be very stra.ight and the "platform" must be stable (only eubmicron
variations over 5-10 meters and for low frequencies, typically 50 Hertz).

Ever since Panofsky and Richter enquired from me as to "Hawaii's interest in
an electron-positron linear collider," I have tried to be an "honest broker": providing
facts and contacts, even though I don't expect to be active in building or using such
a wonderful research tool. There are others in our Hawaii HEP group [e.g., Prof.
Fred Harris) who have been involved in electron accelerator experiments and who have
longer term interest.

DOE support: due to the SSC funding problem (which could be helped if Japan
comes through with an expected contribution of $1 B this year), DOE has held back
on endorsing the Linear Collider project. However, the HEP community (through
HEPAP discussions and from all national surveys of physicists) has backed the concept
of having both e+e- and proton colliders. DOE at least has been willing to support
a continuing R&D program at SLAC to explore and solve the remaining technical
problems: e.g., reducing the size of the beam spots to increase "luminosity"
(probability of e+ beam colliding with e- beam!). The present SLC (SLAC Linear
Collider) provides the best available "tool" to develop the means of producing the
extremely small beema (40 x 200 Angstroms) required for the NLC. At SLAC DOE
is funding ($3.5 Million in FY92) a Final Focus Test Facility (FFTF) which is
expected to show how to reach NLC-dimension spots by the end of 1994.

Japa.n's semi-independent Linear Collider program: Meanwhile, KEK's director
general has decided to pursue coordinated design/development effort in Jepen-c-vie the
"Japan Linear Collider Project"--with the goal of realizing the NLC--somewhere,
perhaps in Jepen-c-by the end of this decade. In practice, SLAC and KEK and
"dividing up" the projects. SLAC is supplying the high power klystrons for KEK
work, whereas KEK is helping to build magnet components for the Final Focus Test
Facility at SLAC. Given the funding situation, both Richter and Sugawara would be
quite willing to find a "neutral territory": i.e., Hawaii, if this helps to solve the
problems. Sugewera-sen was quite candid, in a seminar on KEK's program delivered
last year at UHM:, in stating that his hope was for the joint program with Stanford

"best of all in Hawaii."

International Linear Collide! pte) effort and its relation to Hawaii: Richter
and others have marshaled the interests of e+e- advocates worldwide in an
International Linear Collider group, including experts from Germany, Russia, CERN, as
well as Japan and USA. The first. formal ILC was held last September in Finland.
Hawaii sent Prof. Harris to this meeting, wit.h inet.ruc t ione to cooperate in future
planning. (Prior to that the meetings were held either at SLAC or at KEK. I
showed you the JLC conference proceedings from 1990.)

Hawaii now has been asked to host the Second ILC conference, at Kona, in
April 1993. Prof. Fred Harris is working on plans for this meeting, which should
include 150-200 physicists worldwide. Although I plan a formal retirement from UHM
in mid-1993, I hope to remain involved in special projects for a limited period after
that time.

I'll be happy to provide details on any item which I haven't covered in sufficient
detail in this note.

3
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TO: ~~ The'Horiorable Joshua C. Agsalud
Admintltrative Director
Office. of the Governor

.. ~,

FROM: Murray E. Towill

SUBJECT: Geothermal Development Update

As a follow up to our October 7, 1991 memorandum concerning
geothermal development, we would like to provide you with a status report of
our efforts to date in responding to the concerns and recommendations raised
in your memo of August 12, 1991 regarding geothermal activities. The
following serves to update our previous response to the recommendations
directed to DBED:

a. Prepare by September 13, 1991, final recommendation on future of
Scientific Observation Hole SOH All drilling activity
as een vo untari y suspen e unti t e completion of a Federal

EIS. However, non-drilling testing and monitoring activity is being
conducted for thOSe wells already drilled. The Tonto drilling rig
has been returned to the mainland until additional environmental
documentation and permits for the next drilling phase of the SOH
program are obtained. Analysis of the data obtained to date
continues. Additional water sampling, hydrogeologic, geochemical,
and seismic surveys, as well as injection and interference testing
are being proposed for implementation as part of the continued SOH
non-drilling program. For this purpose, we intend to use $1.5
million of a $3 million CIP appropriation for geothermal resource
assessments to fund these surveys. The remaining $1.5 million of
that appropriati0~-may be reprogrammed by the 1992 Legislative
session for a directional drilling project at the Natural Energy
Laboratory of Hawaii Authority.

b. Complete by September 6, 1991, negotiations and all other
requirements on the sale of HGP-A steam to PGV. Since the June 1991
blowout there has been no progress in the status of the negotiations
between the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority and PGV.
It is our understanding that PGV is unlikely to make any commitments
on the use of the HGP-A steam until they have further evaluated
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their own steam resource potential and requirements. Current plans
are to use the HGP-A well only for monitoring purposes. NElHA has
recently proposed the installation of a heat exchanger unit to
extract waste heat from PGV's reinjection fluids inorder to
circulate heated potable water (not geothermal fluids) to the Puna
Research Center to continue NElHA's research program. To date,
there has been no decision by PGV on this proposal. Further, PGV
has expressed some concern regarding any program tied to HGP-A and
its potential impacts related to the requirement of a Federal EIS.

c.

d. Pre are b Se tember 30, 1991, recommendation on 0 no- 0 decision
on eot erma eve 0 ment lnc u ln s eCl lC con ltions un er w ich
eve opment can rocee s ou t e recommen at ion e a "~o '

decision. All 0 the recommendations identified in the Joint State
and County Task Force's Geothermal Management Plan have been
implemented, thereby allowing the lifting of the County's suspension
of drilling activity and the resumption of PGV's geothermal
development activity. However, it is our understanding that DlNR
has initiated a review of the True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture's
drilling procedures and has called for a reaffirmation of True's
previously approved Emergency Response Plan.

e. rnte rate by October 31, 1991, State's work lan with that of Hawaii
County. e eve opment an imp ementation 0 t e Geot erma
Management Plan has provided the foundation and framework for the
continued cooperation and coordination between the State and
County. Close monitoring of PGV by State and County regulators has
been established to ensure that actions required by the developer
have been implemented and that activities are in compliance with
State and County permits. We note that State funds administered by
DBED have been provided to the County for the hiring of a County
Geothermal Compliance Coordinator.
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f.

g.

Announce to public on November 1, 1991, State's short and
intermediate range geothermal development plan. The State's current
position on the short and intermediate range geothermal goals are
reflected in our policy and priority statement prepared in response
to item (g) below.

Draft by September 30, 1991, State administration's policies and
priorities on geothermal development incorporatinrState's overall
energy policy and integrated resource planning ef orts. Unveil on
November 1, 1991, State's overall position eaper on geothermal. The
State has been denied our request to particlpate as a Co-Lead Agency
with the U.S. Department of Energy in the preparation of the Federal
NEPA EIS for a large-scale geothermal/cable development project. In
addition, the DOE has rejected our request seeking judicial
redefinition of the geothermal development project defined by the
U.S. District Court. The State's current position is that the
exploration and development that has been permitted to date have
been stand-alone projects and should not, for the purpose of the
Federal or State EIS, be construed as part of any integral first
step toward a large-scale geothermal/undersea cable project.

As reflected in the revised Energy Functional Plan, the State is
committed to support and assist geothermal development first to
serve the electricity needs of the Island of Hawaii. The extent of
continued State support for any large-scale geothermal development
and the export of power interisland shall be dependent on the
social, economic, and environmental feasibility and benefits. The
very scope of such a proposal will depend upon the availability,
nature, and extent of the geothermal resource, and only when that
resource is reasonably confirmed can an interisland master plan and
cable route be identified.

In recognition of the above, DBED is planning to complete a
conceptual master plan for the development of geothermal resources
in the Kilauea East Rift Zone and a State planning and
evaluation/guideline document for private geothermal development.
These documents will serve to better clarify our State's current
geothermal policy and the administration's refocusing of efforts to
meet the Big Island's energy needs. In the interim, a draft
geothermal development policy statement and priority gUidelines are
attached for your consideration. We have also prOVided a copy to
DOH and DLNR for their review and comment.

res onsi i ities. DB as requeste appropriation or 90,000 to
un a tate Geothermal Compliance Coordinator and a secretary.

These positions, if funded, will provide for coordination between
the regulatory efforts of DLNR and DOH and the enforcement role of
the County, on-site where geothermal development is occurring. This
person would also provide an important liaison function with the
community.

h. Determine by Se tember 13, 1991, resources funds,
to u y isc ar e eat
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This geothermal update of our earlier memorandum does not include
responses from DOH and OLNR. We would like to continue our informal working
group between the agencies in an effort to address any outstanding issues
which may remain unresolved. I will keep you apprised of our further actions
in this matter.

METjOAN:js:315

Attachments

cc: Honorable William
Honorable John C.

w. Paty j
Lewin. M.D.
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GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY STATEMENT

The State of Hawaii will continue to strive to reduce our dependence on
imported petroleum for electrical generation by increasing the use of
alternate sources of energy and by encouraging the efficient use of energy
within the State.

The State of Hawaii will strive for a balanced, integrated approach to energy
resource development and utilization, with support for energy conservation and
alternate energy resources such as solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, ocean
thermal energy conversion, hydroelectricity, coal and natural gas.

The State of Hawaii recognizes that conservation efforts as well as various
renewable technologies are at different stages of development. In Hawaii,
energy conservation and development of biomass and geothermal are proven
technologies that will become the cornerstones of our integrated move towards
energy independence. Other sources of energy such as imported coal and
natural gas must also be considered in order to reduce our present
vulnerability.

Ongoing and proposed conservation efforts will serve to reduce our overall
consumption of energy or decrease the growth of energy use as our State
grows. However, even with conservation the State's almost total dependency on
imported petroleum will remain. Of the available alternatives, geothermal
energy has the best near-term potential to reduce this dependency.

The State of Hawaii will seek the commercial development of our geothermal
resources to first serve the needs of the Big Island, and then to utilize the
benefits of this resource for the remainder of the State provided sufficient
resource quantities are found and development can proceed in a economic and
environmentally sound manner.

The State of Hawaii will, through a commitment to public involvement in
planning for geothermal development as well as other energy technologies,
ensure that community, environmental, social, cultural and economic concerns
are addressed.
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PRIORITY GUIDELINES

The following are Priority Guidelines for implementation of the Policy
Statement on integrated energy planning in the State of Hawaii and geothermal
development on the Big Island.

1. Continue and complete the master development planning process to
determine the most environmentally-sound means of proceeding with
further geothermal development.

2. Ensure that the designated responsible regulatory agencies establish
performance standards (i.e. air quality and noise standards, set-back
criteria, etc.). These criteria will provide a quantifiable unit of
measure against which to monitor project development and operation
compliance.

3. Require that responsible regulatory agencies develop resource
conservation programs which include data collection and management,
resource and facility monitoring, staff training and equipment, and
research funding designed to monitor and evaluate development and
operation activities.

4. Designate a State agency to be responsible for the continued updating
and evaluation of the geothermal database, and ensuring that this
information is available to the public, other agencies, and the
geothermal industry.

5. Continue efforts to resolve relocation and compensation issues, and
support establishment of the asset fund with administration by the
County of Hawaii.

6. Continue support of permitted and future geothermal development projects
necessary to meet Big Island electrical needs, enabling the benefits of
energy development to go first to the island most affected by such
development.

7. Encourage further exploration for geothermal resources in the Kilauea
East Rift Zone, as well as other prospective areas such as the Kilauea
Southwest Rift Zone, to determine if adequate geothermal resources exist
to justify continued support of geothermal development.
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Mr. Maurice A. Richard
Puna Geothermal Venture
101 Aupuni Street, Suite 1014B
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Dear Mr. Richard:

P. O. BOX 621

HONOLULU. HAWAII 96809

DEC I 3 1991

AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT
PRQGRAM

AQUATIC RESOURCES
CONSERVATION AND

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
CONSERVATION AND

RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT
CONVEYANCES
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

PROGRAM

LAND MANAGEMENT
STATE PARKS
WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Thank you for your recent letter requesting permission to modify the well monitoring
program for the Puna Geothermal Venture Project. The Department has reviewed your
proposal and would like to make the following recommendations concerning your modified
monitoring program:

(Revised) Routine Monitoring Schedule of PGV Wells

KS-1

KS-IA

KS-2

KS-3

KS-7

Efforts should be made to clear the cellar and recover the well head inorder
to allow for proper monitoring of the well. Provisions should be made to
incorporate KS-1 into the proposed monitoring program, including the re
installation of a well head pressure gauge. Unless the well is planned for some
future use, KS-1 shall be properly plugged and abandoned within 12 months
from the date of this letter.

Pressure readings should be taken daily. If there is any significant change in
the well head pressure, gas and water samples shall be taken on a weekly basis,
otherwise gas/water sampling may be done on a monthly basis.

Pressure readings should be taken on a quarterly basis. If the well is not
proposed for any future use, KS-2 shall be properly plugged and abandoned
within 12 months from the date of this letter.

No change > same frequency of sampling as in KS-IA.

Water level and bottom hole temperature readings should be taken 3 times per
week. Provisions should be made to plug and abandon KS-7 as soon as
possible, if no future use of the well is contemplated. Consideration should
also be given to the possible use of KS-7 as a monitor well.
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MW-1

MW-2

Water temperature and water sampling for chemical analysis shall he performed
at least once every two weeks (hi-weekly). Water level readings should also
he taken, if possible.

Water level and hottom hole temperature readings should be taken at a least
3 times per week or more frequently, if possible. (Consideration should be
given to a continuous monitoring program for MW-2.) Water sampling for
chemical analysis shall be conducted bi-weekly.

Consideration should be given to periodic sampling and testing of MW-3 similar
to that prescribed for MW-l.

Regional Ground Water Quality Study

No changes are recommended to your proposed quarterly monitoring, sampling and
testing of wells . MW-l, MW-2, Malama Ki, GlW-II1, Pahoa Public Water Supply, and Kapoho
Public Water Supply wells. However, concerning the proposed detailed chemical analysis of
the regional ground water samples, please identify the specific elements that will be tested
for in that analysis.

Should the above recommendations be incorporated into your plans, the Department
has no objections to your modified monitoring program, as revised. If you have any
questions, please contact Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director, at 587-0214.

Very truly yours,



December 9, 1991

Mr. Dean Nakano
State of Hawaii
Department of Land & Nat. Resources
P.O. Box 373
Honolulu, HI 96809

Dear Mr. Nakano:

The purpose of this letter is to introduce you to the services and products offered by Systems
Application Engineering, Inc. (SAE) which may be applicable to you as a member of a
governmental agency involved with the geothermal industry.

As an applications oriented independent systems integrator and software engineering
organization, SAE analyzes the needs of its geothermal clients and designs computer based
solutions to satisfy these needs. SAE provides computer systems and software services which
are specifically designed to help developers and operators utilize their geothermal resources in
a manner which is consistent with the following objectives:

• Environmental protection

• Resource protection through automated control consistent with defined operational
guidelines

• Efficient use of resources

• Regulation compliance monitoring

SAE has been involved in the design, implementation and support of computer systems and
software which are consistent with these objectives for the geothermal industry since 1979.

As governmental agencies become more involved in specifying and directing how geothermal
developers must properly use the natural resources, it seems likely that SAE may assist your
organization in the following areas:

• Providing low cost hand-held computers directly to your organization to be used for
manual data collection of information during facility inspections. Please see the
enclosed information describing the hand-held computer and software for some typical
uses.

• Providing data acquisition and/or control systems to the geothermal developers and/or
operating companies with which you are involved in a regulatory or operations
management role.

Systems Application Engineering, Inc. 3655 Westcenter Drive • Houston, TX 77042 • (713)783-6020
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SAE would appreciate any opportunity to further acquaint you with the services and/or
products we provide which will be useful in geothermal projects. If you would like additional
information about SAE, its services or its products, please feel free to contact me at
(713) 783-6020 or by FAX at (713) 783-3434.

Sincerely,

SYSTEMS APPLICATION ENGINEERING, INC.

k(\\~·~~ 101b
Ken R. Vestal
Senior Associate

KRV:kl

Enc!.



THE POWER PACKAGE

POWER is a field proven system which combines the portability and ease of use of a
ruggedized Hand Held Computer (HHCI with state of the art Personal Computer (PC)
software to automate the gathering and reporting of oil and gas operations and production
data. The HHC prompts the user for the required data and verifies the entries using a
database downloaded from the PC. Data is stored in the HHC and calculations are
performed to determine oil, gas and water production. The data and calculated results are
then sent to the PC using a direct connection or dial-up telephone communications. The
PC performs additional calculations and provides displays which allow users to review, edit
and supplement the data. The PC also prepares daily and monthly production and
operations reports. Special option packages and custom features are available to meet
your company's needs .

....

- Q-~-------- • e i
BENEFITS

Improved Management Decisions
• Timely, Accurate and Concise Data
- Flexible Reporting
- Elimination of Delays

Reduction of Costs
- Reduced Labor and Phone Charges
• Reduced, Simplified Paperwork
- Increased Job Satisfaction

Flexible Software
- Field Proven, Over 2,000 Units in Use
- Broad Base of SAE Expertise
- Easy to Maintain and Update

System Support
- Complete and Easy-to-Use Documentation
- Comprehensive Training
- Cost-Effective Customization

FIELD PROVEN

POWER benefits are currently being
realized by companies such as:

Amoco Production
Chevron U.S.A
EI Paso Natural Gas
Louisiana Land & Exploration
Mobil Exploration & Production
Oryx Energy
Pacific Enterprises
Phillips Petroleum
Texaco
Union Texas Petroleum

PP·l 08f13fS1



THE POWER PACKAGE

POWER makes it simple to define your data on the PC for downloading to the HHCs. Screens are
provided to set up the following route data at your field location:

POWER supports the collection and in-the
field validation of all the data required for
most operational and financial reporting needs
including:

Leases
Batteries
Tanks and Strappings
Fluid Meters
Fuel Users
Downtime Codes

i

Wells
Gas MeteTliI
Test Meters
Test Tanks
Tank Seal Locations
Oil and Gas Disposition Codes

The POWER PC also provides numerous
production and operations reports using
the data that has been collected and
validated by the HHCs and transferred to
the PC.

BATIERY PRODUCTION
Tank Gauges
LACT Meter Readings
Tank & Meter Run Tickets
Tank Dispositions
Battery Gas Meters
Oil & Gas Production

(calculated)

ENHANCEMENTS AND SUPPQRT

WELL DATA
Metered Well Production
Well Tests

• fluid semple testing
• separator testing
• test tank testing

Well Downtime
Injection Well Date
Gas Lift Dete

MISCELLANEOUS DATA
Gas Meter Readings

- orifice charts and electronic
Fluid Meter Reedings
Fuel Usage Readings

POWER is a standardized system derived from and proven by more than 2,000 installed HHCs.

Optional features and customization are provided to perform such functions as:

Prepare special/custom reports
Transfer the POWER data to standard PC database and spreadsheet packages
Perform additional calculations in the HHC and/or the PC
Support particular communications protocols for mainframe data transfer

SAE offers user training for both the HHC and the PC at our facilities or your sitsts). Maintenance
and upgrades are provided by SAE in a timely and cost-effective manner to ensure that your
system continues to deliver its operational and economic benefits.

Put POWER to work for you. Please contact Bill Elliott or Jay Berlin at (713) 783-6020 to arrange
for a demonstration of this technology and to discuss your particular requirements.

1'P-2 08/13/91
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The number of regulations pertaining to
health, safety and the environment are in
creasing rapidly. The task of insuring that
your company is in compliance is becoming
expensive, labor intensive and increasingly
difficult to manage. A single oversight or
one poorly performed inspection can have
major safety, legal and financial implications.

INCONTROL is a PC-based system which
combines Hand Held Computers and Bar
Code technology to allow you a means of
defining, organizing, scheduling, collecting
and verifying that the inspections required
by these regulations are performed.

FUNCTIONS

• Definition of the Requirements, the
Tasks That Must be Performed and
the Frequency

• Assignment of Equipment to Require
ments

• Automatic Scheduling of Inspections
• Collection of Compliance Data Using

Bar Code Technology
• Compliance Management Reports
• Optional Interaction with Mainframe

Computer Systems
• Bar Code Assignment/Identification

INCONTROL generates the audit trail
necessary to document that the inspections
were performed properly, completely, timely
and cost-effectively.

INCONTROL provides a "road rnap''
through the maze of regulations and gives
you the capability to insure that your com
pany is in compliance.

INCONTROL puts you back in control of
the confusion and uncertainty that has
plagued even the most diligent compliance
management activities.

BENEFITS

• Reduces Labor Costs
• Helps Avoid Penalties, Fines and

Accidents
• Provides Audit Trail to Aid in Dispute

Resolution
• Eliminates Forms to Print, Distribute,

Track, Gather and File
• Easy To Use
• Scalable for Use by Companies of

Virtually Any Size
• Field Proven Technology Backed By

SAE's 20 Year Track Record

SJJE
Systems Application Engineering, Inc.
3655 Weslcenler Drive' Houston. TX 77042' (7131783-6020



task procedure and records whether or not
compliance is satisfied. Bar Codes are used
to assure the item being inspected is
correct and provide an Audit Trail for the
inspection. This information is transmitted
from the HHC to the PC where reports are
generated so that compliance can be
managed by the appropriate responsible
personnel.

-----------------2-
Use of INCONTROL is as easy as 1-2-3.
First the tasks such as checking fire extin
guishers or safety related equipment are
defined and an inspection frequency is
assigned. Next, the compliance inspections
are scheduled throughout the week, month
and year and each Hand Held Computer
(HHC) is downloaded with the schedule and
tasks for the week or month. The HHC
prompts the user for compliance with each

Complete functions and interactive screens available with INCONTROL include:

SCHEDUUNG REPORTS

• Maintain Master Schedules
• Generate Monthly Schedules
• Adjust Monthly Schedules
• Schedule Special Events

TASK COMPUANCE

• Support for "Cornpleted", "Fixed During
lnspectlon", "Repaired" and 'Non
Compliant" Task Status

• Review and Edit Task Compliance
Statuses

INCONTROL is a standardized system,
derived from and proven by major oil and
gas companies. Custom features and
enhancements are available as required.

SAE offers user training for both the HHC
and PC at our facilities or your site(s).
Maintenance and upgrades are provided by
SAE in a timely and cost effective manner

• Manpower Utilization
• Assignment Schedules
• Scheduling Exceptions
• Non-Compliance Reports
• Inspection Sheet Reports

SUPPORT

• Maintain Equipment, Postings, Personnel
and Events

• Define and Maintain Equipment Location
Information

• Define and Review Requirements and
Task Procedures

• Bar Code Assignment/Identification

to ensure that your system continues to
deliver its operational and economic
benefits.

Put INCONTROL to work for your
company. Please contact Bill Elliott or Jerry
Sacks at (713) 783-6020 to arrange a
demonstration of this technology and to
discuss your particular requirements.

Sill
Systems Application Engineering, Inc.
3655 Westcenter Dtive • Houston. TX 77042 • (7131 783-6020
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May 10, 1991

TEL:808-935-5562

Mr. Willia. P~ty, Chairporson
Department of Land and Natural Rssour~e8
P.O. BOI< 621'
Honolulu, HI 96809

RSI Clarification regarding rig test procedures.

Reference, Letter from Willia", Teplow to Willi~", P.. ty. "propos..d
changes to Plan ot ODeratlon, Puna Gaothermal Venture", date Hay 2,
1991.

Dear Hr. PatYI

In Paragraph 4.1 of the above referenoed letter it was statad
that wall flOW through the horizontal muffler would be unabated for
a period of 1-4 hours. Dispereion models on which the GRP and ATe
oonditions tor flow testing ere balled ahow that. thls type of
disoharge may lead to H2S ~onoentrationB in excess Of the 100 ppb
limit. allowed at the property bound~ry. Theretore, this procedure
will not be used in the rig tellt. Any horizontal venting that will
bo used will ba abated with caUlltic 5clution aooording to permit
conditions.

A de~ailQd r1g teat design and chemical treatment plan will be
submltted to your office and the HawaII Depart~ent of Health for
approval prior to the rig tOllt.

If you have any questions .egardlnq this matter, please 9ive
m.. a eall.

sineerely,
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE

;2/~:7~~
William J. TCPlO~'--- 
Fiald Manager

00. Mancbu ragamori. DLNR
Dean Kekano, DLNR
aric Tanska. DLNR
John Lewin, M.D., DOH
Chauncey How. DOH
Nolan HiraI. DOH
N. Cla.t"k
M. Richard
T. Kizh

::lUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE CONSTRUCTION
',0, Bo. 1337 • Hila, HawaII 96721·1337 • Telephone (80S) 961.2786 a Facsimile (BOB) 935·5562
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ORI\IfAT~l

Jo!IlY 2, 1991

Mr. William Paty, ChairperQon
Department of Land and Natural RasouroQQ
P.O. Box: 621
Honolulu, HI 96809

Re: proposed changes to Plan of Operation, Puna Geothermal venture.

Dear Hr. Paty:

Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) i" P~'oposing to modity some
aspects of the drillin9 program '''' pre"ented in the Geothermal
Resource Applioation Amendment, March 1989. For this purpose, PGV
i$ hereby respeotfully sUbmitting for approval from your office the
following changes:

1. Simultaneous use of t~o drill rigs on the PGV site.
2. Change in the designation and location of a well.
3. Change in sequenoe of drilling.
4. Execution of a 24-hour rig test.

The following Les a description 0'; each of tha:"" proposed changes:

1. SIMULTANEOUS USE OF TWO DRILL RIGS

PGV is arranging with True Drilling Company to bring a second
drilling ri.g to drill throe produotion wells on tha PGV sit.e at the
sam" time that the Park,-,;·- 11;." No. 21' is crmt;lmin", to d:ri 11. Air
.. d" . " ,. 'hem1.5SJ,onS e.n nOl.se .:u':J::'. .~ ,IJ:""

been addressed in SUbmittals to the Hawaii DQpartment of Health
(POM) and Hawaii County Planning Departmant (CPO). A letter dated
April 2, 1991 from our office to Dr. Lewin, Director, DOH,
presented air quality data for the additional rig which
demonstrated that project air quality standards will be met.
LiKewise, a letter dated April 5, 1991 to BruoQ Andarson, Deputy
Director, DOH, presented the environmental noisa modeling on which
we based our assertion that prevailing noise standards will bQ met.
PGV is obligated to adhere to all air quality and noise emission
standards as specified in the Geothermal Resource Permit (GRP) and
Authority to Construct (ATe). written approval from DOH ana c~P
orfices will be received prior to mavins the aeoond ri~ on ~ite.

use or tne second rig is expected to ..horten the overall
drilling time needed to complete the well field by approximately 5
monthS. The rig will worK exclusively on Pad A drilling K&-9, 10,
and 11 as shown in Table 2. The True rig is soheduled to commenoe
wor!\. on June 1, 1991, provided that. all approval.. have been
receiVed trom DCM, DLNR, and CPO.

(l'gv\ dlnrpco)

PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE CONSTRUCTION
PO. Box 1337 • Hlio. HawailSel72H337 • Telephone (80B)001 ·2786 • Facsimile (8oa) 935.5562
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Pa~y, May 2, 1991, oon~.

2. CHANGE IN THE DESIGNATION AND LocATION OF A WELL

page 2

Well KS-7A will be drilled in lieu or KS-7 wnich 1~ currently
~ucpended. KS-7A will be drilled aB an injection well on Pad D
(Figura 1) .

3. DR~LLINQ SEQUENCE

The revised well drilling sequence and well designation~ for
the Parker rig and True rig are shown in the fOllowing tables:

TABLE 1
PARKER RIG NO. 231

DRILLING WELL WELL PAD WIlLL TYPE
SEQUENCE NUMBER

1 KS-3 E PRODUCTION
COMPLETED

2 K8-7 F INJEC'l'ION
SUSPENDED

,
3 KS-1A A PRODUCTION

REWORK REWORK
SUSPENDED

4 KS-B D INJEC'.l'ION
DRILLING

IN
PROGRESS !

'-'-'-'.'_._-~-'-" ......'. .. .-
5 KS-4 E PRODUCTION

6 KS-!l E PRODUCTION

7 K8-6 E PRODUCTION

8 KS-7A D INJECTION

9 KS-l2 B PRODUC'.l'ION

10 KS-13 El PRODUCTION

(pgv\ dJnrpoo)
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TABLa 3
TRUE IUC

DRILLING WELL WELL PAD WELL TYPE
SEQUENCE NUMBER

1 K5-9 A PRODUCTION

2 KS-1O A PR01YJCTlON

J 1\8-11 II l'RODUCnON

4. RIG TEST

Page 3

ouring or after the drilllng of the bottom hole interval or
pr-oduction Or 1njectionwells. including KS-8, h'hir:h .h currently
being drilled, PGV may eleot to execut;e e :-19 test. l'lle purpose
of this test is to define well flow cr:·.:ra.cteristics and ras@rvoir
fluid ohemistry while thQ drill rig ~~ still on the well. In the
event that flow results are not Bati5fac~oIY, then further
drilling operatione eueh as deepening er r~d&illinq the bottom
hole section may be undertaken immediat(dy.

procedures for performing the rig 'test 'Ii 11 consist of t.hQ
!Ollowing activitia8:

4.1 Rig up horizontal flowlin~ including horizontal mUffle~' and
atmospheric flash tank or separator. Flowline will conn90t
to the banjo 100>< be)o", double gate 3(:P.
RIll hole with open enlied drill pipe ";0 2000' and unload well
~1th compressed air.
Flow well through horizontal muffler fOT 1-4 hours unabated.
Transfer flo~ to se~arator and abat~ H2S in stearn frtlction.
Steam and brine discharge will be 6irt~ted to a rock
mufflQr. AbatE'''- flow will continue r·c up to 20 nours for a
total of 24 h~"rs of flow.

Previous flow t..,st ;'esul ts indicate .nat a 24-hour rig test
may elin;ir,,,tQ the """,c. fo,' vertical ventiL'; and l.O-day flow
testing for each well as NaB contemplated in the Plan of
Operatione.

Each rig t .. .,t We.."1 b," approved sevaU.itely by DOH through the
proc$~~re specified tar v~nting and well testing aQ for tho KS-3
w<:>11 tost. All GRP and A7'C well testin(: conditions rolating to
';otifications, emias i ons , snd relocatio"19 will b'" f'e>llowod for
tho rig t..... Gt. A rig t""t facility plan ar1 <:llp...Lc a L <.h\\:",ment
prccedure will be sUPl:,l;:ted to DOH for approval.

(pgv\dlnrpoo)
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Paty, Hay 2, 1991, oont. Page 4

The well Ks-a is currently be1nq ar1llad unaor Underground
Injeotion Contr91 Permit (VIC) No. 1529 authorization to
construot for injection wells. The well is being completed with
~ produotion well c~sin9 string so that the option exists to
convert the well to a p~octuctlon well with no modifioatione. The
do019ion to oonvert the well to production will be based on the
rig test. A separate application tor ccnver~ion will be made to
DLNR.

If you have any questions or comments regarding the above
request for changes in the plan ot operation, please give me a
call.

Sinoerely,
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTuRE

@~'-;7*~-"
William J. Teplow
Fi.. ld Manager

ce: Manabu Tagamori, DLNR
Dean Nekano, DLNR
Erio Tanaka, DLNR
John Lewin, M.D., DOH
Chauncey Hew, DOH
N. Clark
M. Riohard
T. C):'owlJon

attaohments: Fiqure 1
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